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Dear Friends,

At UC Santa Barbara, the power of our collective begins with you.

We want to thank our trustees, alumni, faculty, staff, supporters and friends for your immense generosity and vision, which not only help to ensure our continued success, but also propel us toward ever greater heights of excellence.

For the third year in a row, our donors have helped UC Santa Barbara reach or surpass $100 million in annual private giving, donating $100 million in 2017. Since 2011, yearly donations to our campus have more than doubled because of your philanthropic support. This sustained generosity allows us to develop new programs; foster groundbreaking research; bolster facilities; and recruit, retain and nurture faculty, students and staff — our greatest resources.

With your guidance and transformative support, we have also seen since 2011 an outstanding 50-percent growth to our endowment, from $211 million to $320 million. Leadership gifts of $1 million or more have become the hallmark of philanthropy to UC Santa Barbara, accounting for $50 million in 2017 alone.

Donations of all sizes help advance the mission of our great university. Individual gifts of less than $10,000 accounted for nearly 95% of the total number of commitments received in 2017. At every level, your gifts support a variety of university priorities, from undergraduate scholarships and graduate student fellowships to programs and departments across the disciplines. We are honored by such generosity and by our donors’ confidence that UC Santa Barbara is a wise and worthy investment.

Our philanthropic ambassadors include growing numbers of alumni, who represented almost half of all donations this year. Across our campus, current students, as well as faculty and staff, also are engaged in philanthropy and spreading awareness of the critical difference it makes for our university. International donations are also on the rise, signifying the growing strength of our community across the globe.

At UC Santa Barbara, the power of our collective — our campus community of students, faculty and staff, and our extended network of advocates around the world — lies in you. You are all invaluable sources of inspiration and strength for our university.

Thank you for your enthusiastic partnership and tireless efforts on behalf of our great institution.

Henry T. Yang, Chancellor
UC Santa Barbara

Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree H’12, Chair
UC Santa Barbara Foundation
No one person can create the kind of change we’re seeking to make; it has to be done through community.
Power of the Collective
At UC Santa Barbara, we celebrate our family of supporters, no matter what level of gift they’ve made. We know that change happens not in isolation but through community; it happens when thousands of people contribute to a shared cause, resulting in tangible outcomes.

Our university is powered by cumulative generosity and by those who care. **This is the power of the collective.**
Collective Visioning
Recognizing Extraordinary Leadership
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Generosity Made Visible

The power of the collective shines through digital platforms

Dear UCSB Supporters,

As Associate Vice Chancellor for Development, it is an honor to ensure that our community is well-connected through information, engagement and partnership with the campus. At UC Santa Barbara, we seek to make these connections not only as an institution but as a collective involving many stakeholders. Indeed, our supporters are the heartbeat of this university: they exchange stories, serve as ambassadors, support those programs and people that make up our framework and most of all share in the enthusiasm that pulsates throughout our global Gaucho network.

Like many of you, I am plugged into email and social media channels on a daily basis. It is the way we communicate today, and it offers exciting challenges and opportunities, and opens up new territory to seek connections. Our Development team would be remiss if we did not participate in these platforms and leverage them for the purpose of promoting philanthropy.

So our proposition was simple: why not use digital communications to create those connections that benefit people in our community?

Linking people in the digital space offers tremendous reassurance: it reveals a unique generosity so characteristic of Gauchos, and enhances a new community that is digitally present and waiting. Constantly, I am delighted by the stories shared on UCSB’s Facebook and Twitter pages, and on our philanthropy website, giving.ucsb.edu. We’ve witnessed tremendous growth in Gaucho Social, UCSB’s digital ambassador program, and ongoing momentum with GaucheBoost, our crowdfunding platform. This serves as a testament to the greater potential the campus can access through digital outreach.

No one person can create the kind of change we’re seeking to make; it has to be done through community.

Thank you for contributing to UCSB, and thank you for being part of the collective.

With gratitude,

Beverly J. Colgate
Associate Vice Chancellor, Development
Executive Director, UC Santa Barbara Foundation

Power of the Collective
Donations of all sizes help advance the mission of our great university.
Continuing to Grow
Financial highlights from 2016-2017

$100.1 MILLION

BY SOURCE

- Individuals: $46.8 M
- Foundations: $29.5 M
- Corporations: $16.0 M
- Other: $7.8 M

$24.7M Alumni

$18.7M Friends

$2.2M Parents / Grandparents

$1.2M Faculty/Staff
BY PURPOSE

$100.1 MILLION

UC SANTA BARBARA FOUNDATION
UC REGENTS

2005 2009 2013 2017

ENDOWMENT TOTALS

Research $37.3 M
Department Support $37.2 M
Student Support $14.9 M
Capital Projects $6.4 M
Instruction $3.1 M
Unrestricted $1.2 M
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How could we, as members of the community, not continue to do our part?
Collective Giving
A Community for Culture
Arts & Lectures celebrates the conclusion of its comprehensive fundraising effort thanks to the support of many

Santa Barbara is known for its beaches and sunsets — a true delight for any visitor or resident of this coastal town. But beyond the vistas is a hidden treasure that people are surprised to discover: a world-class Arts & Lectures program that’s based out of UC Santa Barbara. It’s an engine of inspiration, and it’s delivered straight to campus and the community.

“As UCSB students, my friends and I get to enjoy inspiring works of art and interact with world leaders in our classrooms,” says Mindy Nguyen ’18.

“I love how A&L brings events that we can relate to as students,” adds Vanessa Flores ’18, “and at prices that allow us to see artists we couldn’t otherwise afford.”

Nguyen and Flores represent UCSB’s student population, who vote — time and time again — to support Arts & Lectures through modest quarterly fees. Their collective voice remains a powerful one, and confirms students’ thirst for cultural programming and intellectual connection. A&L’s programming is so extensive that it ranks among the top university-based programs in the nation. The organization attracts luminaries who not only perform but greatly impact students’ experiences by participating in classroom sessions, informal conversations and open rehearsals.

In 2012, A&L launched its campaign with twofold intention: sustain programming by ramping up support for current operations, and establish endowments that would allow A&L to continue serving the community in the years to come. Key to the completion of the campaign was to launch the A&L endowments with $10M in giving.

“The students…[help] maintain this incredible treasure for our community and our campus,” reflects A&L founding co-chair Sara Miller McCune H’05.

“Well, how could we, as members of the community, not continue to do our part?”

Thanks to the hard work of the A&L Council and the generosity of many donors, A&L announced the completion of its campaign in November 2016.

TO SUPPORT
Fund for Programmatic Excellence, which provides flexible funds to ensure programming of the highest quality and relevance
Education and Outreach Fund, which supports education programs in regional K-12 schools and Central Coast communities, and free community programs for all
Commissioning of New Work Fund, which aids in the development and creation of new work by performing artists

GENEROSITY FROM
• Arts & Lectures Campaign Council including founding co-chairs Sara Miller McCune H’05 and Dan Burnham, and current co-chairs Kath Lavidge and Rich Janssen
• Many UCSB Foundation Trustees, including those who also serve on the A&L Council: Barrie Bergman, Marcy Carsey H’04, Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree H’12, and Fredric E. Steck ’67
• More than 500 community members, giving at all levels
RESULTS AT A GLANCE
ARTS & LECTURES
$30M raised including
$10M for endowments
Interlinking Resources to Interlink the World
UCSB philanthropists endow three computer science chairs through pooled contributions

Just when you thought computers and brains were battling for sovereignty, it turns out they have plenty of chances to work together.

“The whole software engineering process is very human,” says John Gerngross MS ’82, electrical engineering alumnus. “It requires creativity, discipline and attention to detail.”

“Computer science is so attractive to me because it offers a new way to organize information,” adds Hongjun Zhu, who holds a doctorate in computer science from UC Santa Barbara.

“Computing has pervaded every discipline, from farming to medicine,” observes Tayloe Stansbury, parent to two Gauchos. “Demand for computer science education continues to grow, both for non-majors and majors.”

So why did these philanthropists and their spouses choose to invest in UCSB’s computer science department?

“Software runs the world when you get right down to it,” says Gerngross, who recently joined the UC Santa Barbara Foundation Board of Trustees. “I’d love to see the computer science department become one of the strongest departments on the planet.”

“At UCSB, like many schools, computer science [faculty] and teaching assistants have not grown in numbers sufficiently to meet demand,” observes Stansbury, who is joined by wife Cindy. Their passion for computer science began with their mothers (who both taught computer science) and spread to the Stansburys’ Gauchos (two of their four children study computer science at UCSB). “The thing that will expand computer science education access fastest is teaching assistants and junior faculty,” says Stansbury.

Zhu agrees: “Faculty is very important for the department. Having a strong and well-connected department is really what makes the experience at UCSB amazing.”

With the interlinked terrain of cloud computing and social media, it’s no wonder UCSB’s investors decided it was time to connect: it was time to collectively contribute rather than go it alone. Together, seven philanthropists launched a venture to endow three chairs in computer science. Three couples made significant contributions to establish three chairs, and one anonymous donor matched those funds to permanently endow them. It’s the kind of ingenuity one would expect from UCSB’s engineering community.

Zhu remembers the moment when she and husband Jing Wang MS ’98 realized they could “actually make this happen!” Their excitement mirrored that of Gerngross and his wife, Cheryl, who cite the matching gift as the impetus to “bump [them] over the line to commit.” Similarly, the Stansburys said the matching gift made their decision a “no-brainer!” It was instant understanding for all of them: this was the impact they could make by coming together.

“I feel like computer science has become more and more something that everyone needs to learn,” presses Zhu. “We are doing a lot of things that could change the world.”

The global implications of computer science cannot be underestimated; it is the motivating factor for many of these donors and affirms the connection between computers and human beings.

“Memorializing my parents was important to me,” says Gerngross, who named the chair after his parents, John and Eileen. “My father had a Ph.D. in electrical engineering; my mother had a degree in chemistry and worked on the Manhattan Project. I wish I had done it sooner so that they could both be here to see it.”

Gerngross’s remark adds the human touch, reminding us that — ultimately — computer science has never been more personal for these donors.
JOHN AND EILEEN GERNGROSS CHAIR IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Established by John Gerngross MS ’82, Cheryl Gerngross, and anonymous donor

STANSBURY CHAIR IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Established by UCSB parents Tayloe and Cynthia Stansbury, and anonymous donor

COMPUTER SCIENCE CHAIR (in development)
Seed funding from Dr. Hongjun Zhu ’03, Jing Wang MS ’98, and anonymous donor
“THANK YOU.” We say it, we write it, we feel it — but do we ever celebrate it? In fact, have we ever devoted one day to explore the meaning behind the words, and to cherish the experience of pure gratitude? Students at UC Santa Barbara decided to do just that.

In a joint effort between UCSB’s Annual Fund and the student organization UCSB First, Gauchos took two days to perfect the art of the “Thank you.” They selected two occasions on which to leverage their efforts: National Philanthropy Day (a day to celebrate “the love of humankind”) and the Gaucho Gratitude Project, a campuswide event managed by UCSB First.

“Everything donors do should feel worthwhile,” advises Emily Day ’18, co-chair of UCSB First. “They are part of something that makes a student’s life better.”

Day oversees one of the fastest growing student organizations on campus, a 30-person entity focused on raising awareness about the importance of philanthropy. Gratitude, she says, is a big part of the process: “It’s important to acknowledge donors’ time and generosity, and to create a positive experience for them. If their experience is a good one, they are more likely to stay engaged.”

This year, UCSB First witnessed record-breaking attendance for National Philanthropy Day and the Gaucho Gratitude Project. Students campuswide were energized by sentiments of gratitude and were inspired to put a fresh spin on traditional models. Instead of organized phonathons to solicit money, for example, students called first-time donors to say “Thank you,” and, in addition to handwritten thank-you cards, students produced homemade thank-you videos. In fact, the viral hashtag #gauchosgiveback confirmed what most students know to be true: philanthropy and gratitude at UCSB are on the rise.

“UCSB is such a strong and happy environment,” reflects Day. “If I were a donor and I were talking to these students, I think I would recognize that in them. They’re working hard but are still very supportive.”

Thanks to organizations like UCSB First, and the advent of social media and Give Day, Gauchos are connecting like never before. It’s allowed the community to share experiences and to educate each other on the value of private philanthropy. Indeed, “Thank you” is a phrase that never gets old for this new generation of Gauchos.
Today we are celebrating the generosity of our supporters and wanted to personally thank you for your gift this year. Welcome, Gauche! I am a freshman prebiology major. I have had such an amazing first year experience. Resources and opportunities are endless here. I have been involved in tutoring groups, so I

“Time at UCSB really shapes the way we take on the rest of our lives."
‘Elemental Education’ Inspires Extraordinary Giving
Spotlight on Dr. Bruce ’71 and Susan ’70 Worster

If you trace the history of gold, you’ll discover it was revered by many cultures across almost every continent. Its cosmic origins are still a mystery but the symbolism of gold endures: it is the emblem of the extraordinary. It’s no wonder, then, that Dr. Bruce ’71 and Susan ’70 Worster are among UC Santa Barbara’s Gold Circle Society members — their generosity and hard-working ethos render them as rare as this precious metal.

Together, the Worsters’ investments have broadly impacted the university. In 2000, they established The Worster Endowed Chair in Experimental Physics and in 2004, they endowed the Susan and Bruce Worster Dean of Science Chair. They also support women in engineering and the sciences; students studying physics and ecology, evolution and marine biology (EEMB); and Arts & Lectures. Science, in particular, holds a special place in Susan’s heart:

“I went with what I loved,” says Susan, who majored in environmental biology. “[Back then], I washed a lot of test tubes,” she laughs.

Bruce shares a love of science with his wife, and says the couple’s interests have broadened over time. They enjoy flying airplanes, spending time with family, collecting photography and working on their new home in Santa Barbara. This complements the Worsters’ increased engagement with UCSB, which has expanded into substantial leadership roles: Susan is a UCSB Foundation Trustee and the couple serves on the Dean of Science Cabinet.

“What impresses me most about [the Worsters],” says Dean of Science Pierre Wiltzius, “is their enthusiasm and dedication to UC Santa Barbara as a thriving community of scholars. More than just trusted advisors, they are gracious and generous hosts whose unwavering commitment to science education has truly made an indelible impact on this campus.”

That impact is a big one, as Wiltzius can attest. He is holder of the Susan and Bruce Worster Dean of Science chair, supplied with annual unrestricted funds from the Worsters. This allows him to address the areas of greatest need within the division of sciences. Indeed, the Worsters’ generosity is made visible by their volunteerism and contributions. “The give-back mentality is very enriching for us,” reflects Susan.

“It’s an obligation in our minds to give back,” adds Bruce. “We both point to our successes at UCSB. Our education is elemental to us.”

“Elemental” is one way to describe the Worsters’ education. Bruce holds a BS from Harvey Mudd College, an MBA from Santa Clara University and a physics doctorate from UCSB. Susan graduated with a bachelor of science degree from UCSB, then went on to pursue her master’s degree in business administration — something she accomplished while raising their children and taking night courses.

Brian and Sara, the Worster children, also share a love of learning with their parents. They graduated from Occidental College and Wellesley College, respectively. Indeed, the Worsters have transformed higher education into a veritable pastime — and its value cannot be overlooked.

“In my generation, high school counselors advised [women] to become either a nurse, a secretary or a school teacher,” says Susan. This confounded her sense of opportunity, especially having grown up with five younger brothers. After all, “if they could do it, [she] could do it!”

Susan’s academic ascent saw fewer women at the top, and this deeply impacted her sense of equality. She witnessed the struggle women had to endure. Consequently the Worsters feel passionately about supporting women in the sciences. “It’s nice to see women encourage other women,” says Susan.

Not surprisingly, the Worsters keep themselves busy in Santa Barbara. Their intelligence and kindness make them a delightful pair, and they remain at the forefront of UCSB leadership. Never ones to laze about, the Worsters exemplify all that is gold.
THE GOLD CIRCLE SOCIETY
The Gold Circle Society is UC Santa Barbara’s premiere recognition society, honoring philanthropists who have cumulatively invested more than $1,000,000 in this institution.
Blair Hull ’65 is a principled man. Merging idealism with pure pragmatism, he employs a systematic approach to his financial decision-making. The self-proclaimed “quant” (read: quantitative analyst) gives thoughtful consideration to all of his investments, including the one he made in UC Santa Barbara. “I could have given financial support to a variety of institutions in my field of quantitative finance,” said Hull, the founder and chairman of Ketchum Trading, LLC, “but this project was more meaningful to me.”

Hull is referring to the Hull Chair in Women’s Studies (now feminist studies), which supports a UCSB faculty member working to advance the understanding of women, gender and social justice. Inspired by his late mother, Jean Matlock Hull, and his three daughters, the chair represents one of Hull’s greatest concerns: the struggle for equality. “My understanding of the need to level the playing fields started at an early age,” said Hull in his 2016 UCSB Commencement address. “In the 1950s, my mother was one of few married women who worked outside the home. She worked for the California State Department of Employment, helping people get jobs. I saw the discrimination that she faced every day, not only in the workplace but at home. My father expected her to do all the cooking and housework in addition to holding down a full-time job. And it wasn’t fair.” Hull’s three daughters also inspired his desire to do more. His oldest daughter, Kristin, co-founded the Nia Community Fund with the goal of bringing impact investing to the public markets. His middle daughter, Megan, stepped forward in a class action lawsuit against Brown University in 1992. She played a large role and testified before Congress in 1995 about the university’s discrimination against women in their intercollegiate athletics program and violating Title IX of the Education Amendments. She continues to fight for voter and redistricting rights throughout the U.S. Hull’s youngest daughter, Courtney, who 10 years later played on the same Brown University volleyball team that would not have existed without her older sister’s actions, is now engaged as a social entrepreneur and helping startups. Fairness is the driving force behind Hull’s philanthropy and also the research of Hull chairholder, Eileen Boris. As a feminist studies professor, Boris rejects limiting definitions and explores how feminist studies intersect with other disciplines. She also examines the “racialized gendered state,” which describes identities as interwoven rather than separate.

“If women’s studies is to be about all women” said Boris in 2001, “[then] it must realize that all women are not the same.”

Today, Boris continues to serve as the appointed Hull chairholder (and the first women’s studies chairholder in the UC system); she admits it’s a great honor and great responsibility. Boris uses payouts from the endowment to support her research and enhance the intellectual programming of the department; in fact, her work is sustained through the contributions of Hull, who chooses to give more each year to the endowed chair.

“I could have given financial support to a variety of institutions in my field of quantitative finance,” said Hull, the founder and chairman of Ketchum Trading, LLC, “but this project was more meaningful to me.”

Hull is referring to the Hull Chair in Women’s Studies (now feminist studies), which supports a UCSB faculty member working to advance the understanding of women, gender and social justice. Inspired by his late mother, Jean Matlock Hull, and his three daughters, the chair represents one of Hull’s greatest concerns: the struggle for equality. “My understanding of the need to level the playing fields started at an early age,” said Hull in his 2016 UCSB Commencement address. “In the 1950s, my mother was one of few married women who worked outside the home. She worked for the California State Department of Employment, helping people get jobs. I saw the discrimination that she faced every day, not only in the workplace but at home. My father expected her to do all the cooking and housework in addition to holding down a full-time job. And it wasn’t fair.” Hull’s three daughters also inspired his desire to do more. His oldest daughter, Kristin, co-founded the Nia Community Fund with the goal of bringing impact investing to the public markets. His middle daughter, Megan, stepped forward in a class action lawsuit against Brown University in 1992. She played a large role and testified before Congress in 1995 about the university’s discrimination against women in their intercollegiate athletics program and violating Title IX of the Education Amendments. She continues to fight for voter and redistricting rights throughout the U.S. Hull’s youngest daughter, Courtney, who 10 years later played on the same Brown University volleyball team that would not have existed without her older sister’s actions, is now engaged as a social entrepreneur and helping startups. Fairness is the driving force behind Hull’s philanthropy and also the research of Hull chairholder, Eileen Boris. As a feminist studies professor, Boris rejects limiting definitions and explores how feminist studies intersect with other disciplines. She also examines the “racialized gendered state,” which describes identities as interwoven rather than separate.

“If women’s studies is to be about all women” said Boris in 2001, “[then] it must realize that all women are not the same.”

Today, Boris continues to serve as the appointed Hull chairholder (and the first women’s studies chairholder in the UC system); she admits it’s a great honor and great responsibility. Boris uses payouts from the endowment to support her research and enhance the intellectual programming of the department; in fact, her work is sustained through the contributions of Hull, who chooses to give more each year to the endowed chair.

“Eileen is a very dynamic woman doing lots of things,” observed Hull. “You have some fabulous women on the faculty.” Those women include feminist studies professor Leila J. Rupp, who also serves as the Interim Dean of Social Sciences. Rupp witnessed Hull’s 2016 Commencement speech and called it “inspiring, moving, deeply personal, and also political in the best sense of the word.” She asserted that “[n]o one could have illustrated more powerfully the potential to change the world by confronting injustice.”

The passion for social justice runs deep, motivating faculty like Rupp and Boris to educate students on inequities that pervade. Similarly, Hull charges the next generation of Gauchos to lead the way toward greater freedom and equality; he believes that “the world is crying out for their bold and fearless leadership.”

“Maintain your belief in yourselves,” Hull advised the Class of 2016, “and in the fact that you can create real, dramatic change.”

Hull’s life is a testament to that change: As a philanthropist, political activist and UC Santa Barbara Foundation Trustee, Hull is doing his part to fight for equality.
Gifting Grads
Alumni reflect on the importance of giving back

Daniel Ring always thought he’d become a mechanical engineer — until he took his first computer science class. He soon realized that he had a knack for the latter discipline, and was admirably competing with his talented peers. He switched majors and never looked back. It turned out to be one of his best decisions, Ring says.

At UCSB, Ring flourished. He received an education that prepared him for an array of real world experiences, including five-hour job interviews and collaborating with colleagues from diverse backgrounds. Ring’s prowess eventually attracted the attention of Bloomberg — the global finance, media and tech company based in New York — where he landed a position as a software developer building applications for the company’s mortgage services team.

The now-New Yorker donates every year to his alma mater because he “wants UCSB to succeed.” Students and alumni alike benefit when UCSB thrives, Ring says. That’s why his philanthropy to campus builds as his capacity to give grows. As he puts it, “Every little bit makes a difference.”
Katie Records wasn’t a competitive swimmer in high school. She swam recreationally and preferred competitive Irish dancing to hours in the pool. That didn’t stop UCSB’s swimming coach from recruiting Records, however, when he recognized her natural talent. Records’s recreational sport soon became a serious pursuit.

Her dive into swimming paid off, too. Records emerged a two-time Olympic trial qualifier and, in 2015, was voted Female Athlete of the Year by her peers. For those accomplishments and more, Records attributes much credit to the invaluable support of her Living Scholars donors: Brian and Jan Escalera, and Beverly Colgate, UCSB’s associate vice chancellor for development. Her benefactors provided personal support and assistance, and even attended many swim meets.

That’s why Records says she gives to women’s swimming — because she believes in supporting the community that supported her.

“It’s important to start now because down the road, we become removed from [college] and have other ties that pull us away,” says Records, who handles everything from receptions to multi-day weddings at the Bacara Resort and Spa.

“Time at UCSB really shapes the way we take on the rest of our lives. I definitely see my philanthropy growing over time.”
Self-Expression

Two UCSB students on the critical role of philanthropy in their educational careers

“Growing up with a learning disability, seeing and dealing with the stigma behind it, has made me want to help others see that even though you may have a disability, you still have the capacity to achieve anything you want. Through the Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree Scholarship I was also able to truly recognize yes, you are smart. That makes a huge difference.

“Being able to also give that back to the girls I mentored at Girls Inc. — it is a really good feeling. To be able to participate in mentorship, and also receive it myself, through the scholarship, makes me want to help even more because I see what it’s done for other people and I know what it’s done for me. I’ve always wanted to go into a helping profession. I just want to make the world a better place.

“The scholarship made a world of difference for me. I was able to get rid of some loans and pay for the classes I needed to finish school. It’s pretty much why I was able to graduate. I’m really grateful. Without that scholarship I wouldn’t be where I am today.”
“Working in the Arnhold Program has been an incredibly transformational experience for me, and I’m so grateful I was selected. Having this close mentorship over about 30 undergraduate students — and to know I helped create a platform for these younger students to rise up and create such great work — has been incredible.

“The program is really special in terms of the way it helps students who otherwise might not have a place to share their individual research or find that support. John Arnold comes out each year and talks to each student about their project. He’s clearly so invested and the students see that. He not only sponsors us but he cares about what gets produced with his benefaction.

“Philanthropy provides a space for that mentorship, which I think is really important. That kind of personalization and close attention helps ensure that these students are equipped to go in a diversity of directions when they leave UCSB.”
The strength of the best universities is that they’ve grown with time by contributions of many people.
“The really exciting thing about UC Santa Barbara is that it came out of nowhere,” says Joseph (“Joe”) Polchinski, professor emeritus and theoretical physicist at UCSB. “Because [campus] grew so fast, it didn’t have the infrastructure and endowments that other schools have.”

Polchinski is joined in supporting UCSB by wife Dorothy Chun, professor of applied linguistics at the Gevirtz Graduate School of Education (GGSE). The duo decided to bolster resources for their respective units, aiming to recruit and support talented students. Together, they discuss their deep engagement with UCSB, which has spanned over 20 years.

“We’ve seen the growth and rise of many of the departments on campus,” says Chun.

“We should be able to compete with the Stanfords and the Harvards with a level of support that students expect,” adds Polchinski.

The couple subsequently created a model that made sense for them — an investment portfolio directed toward GGSE and the Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics (KITP), where Polchinski is a permanent member. Over time, Polchinski and Chun endowed the Joseph and Dorothy Polchinski Graduate Student Fellowship in Physics and the Dorothy Chun and Joseph Polchinski Fellowship in the GGSE, which benefits scholars studying second-language acquisition; they also provide KITP with funding for its current operations as well as its Career Development Fund.

“Donating to education was a natural thing,” reflects Polchinski, whose reputation precedes him. His 2017 Breakthrough Prize in Fundamental Physics is just one of many accolades earned during his tenure at the KITP. Polchinski’s research examines D-branes, the string multiverse and the black hole firewall, which are puzzles that need to be understood. He is a veritable “jewel in the crown of the KITP and UCSB,” according to Nobel Laureate David Gross.

On the other end of campus, Chun responds to the powerful calling to promote languages and cultures. She founded UCSB’s interdisciplinary Ph.D. emphasis in applied linguistics, affirming that bilingualism and multilingualism is going to be the way of the world.

“Research is showing that bilingual people do better cognitively,” says Chun. “We teach our graduate students about this and ultimately want the general public to know what research has shown.”

The couple exhibits a sophisticated understanding of faculty-student relations, aware that graduate students help advance research while faculty serve as mentors. This beneficial structure achieves the purpose of higher education, which is to cultivate teaching and learning.

“I couldn’t function without [graduate students],” says Polchinski. “A lot of my research grew out of my work with students and postdocs. It’s our role to teach and educate students.”

“It’s wonderful to mentor budding researchers,” adds Chun, who shares her husband’s love for research and instruction.

The couple strives to balance work and leisure, most notably through recreational sports. Their active lifestyles are what drew them together (they met during a casual volleyball game held in the basement of a church), and what continue to keep them connected. Lately, Polchinski and Chun have taken up pickleball, a game like paddle tennis, which they regularly play in the Santa Barbara community.

“We all should do our best,” says Chun, whose grand sportsmanship matches her generosity. “We do what we can with what we have.”

Polchinski nods in agreement: “The strength of the best universities is that they’ve grown with time by contributions of many people.”
“[M]ake sure what you do makes a difference to that organization. That’s what we hope to accomplish as a family.”
Family Giving
“You tend to go where your kids are,” said Joanne Graham. “So that’s what we did.”

For she and husband Patrick Graham, that meant going to the baseball field — and to UC Santa Barbara, where their sons Andy ’06 and Alex ’09 both pitched for the Gauchos.

Andy went first, arriving at UCSB in 2002.

“I got on campus as a freshman and I could see how desperately improvements were needed at the stadium,” he recalled. “My parents came to all the games and they saw that too — and they wanted to make life better out there for the people who are at that stadium every day.”

And so they did.

Seeing firsthand the boon that improved baseball facilities would be for the campus, the Grahams swung for the fences and scored. They were key players in the additions of both a clubhouse and a batting facility at Caesar Uyesaka Stadium.

“The nice reaction of the kids to the first project led us to the second one,” said Patrick, a minority owner of the San Diego Padres and past UC Santa Barbara Foundation Trustee. “Alex’s group of friends was the first to get to enjoy the batting facility. Finally things that other baseball programs had long been able to take for granted UCSB had, too.

“If you’re going to have an athletics department, support it, just like you support chemistry or engineering or political science — it’s the same principle,” he added. “And that’s been our focus. There’s a significant amount of school pride that athletics produces and that shouldn’t be underestimated.”

The younger Grahams came away from UCSB with a lot more than pride.

Andy earned his degree in political science, was recruited by the Colorado Rockies and played six years in the minor leagues. He later returned to campus and worked for athletics, meeting wife Larissa along the way. Alex received a bachelor of arts degree in global studies while playing Gaucho baseball, then went on to start his own business; his best friend from UCSB introduced him to his now-wife Katie, whose brother is also an alum.

“People say this all the time but it’s the best four years of your life — and that was definitely the case,” said Andy. “It’s always going to be a special place for us.”

Joanne and Patrick get significant credit for that, and could say the same themselves.

“Our philosophy has always been — and we have espoused this with our kids numerous times — do something you feel will make a difference,” Joanne said. “Once you define what it is you want to give to, make sure what you do makes a difference to that organization. That’s what we hope to accomplish as a family.”

“And it turned out that baseball was the path,” added Patrick. “There is a selfishly motivated reason to do something like this: You get a lot of satisfaction from it. For generations those facilities are going to accommodate lots of kids. And it feels good to say, ‘I made a difference in what I did for the school.’”
Devotion to environmental causes runs deep in the La Kretz family; so does a passion for philanthropy. Put them together and it’s a true force of nature. Or, more appropriately, a force for nature.

That’s the case at UC Santa Barbara, where alumna Linda La Kretz Duttenhaver ’77 and her father, Morton La Kretz, pledged $6 million for the university’s 6,000-acre Sedgwick Reserve in Santa Ynez. Their gift establishes The La Kretz Research Center, meant to fortify — and further — the reserve’s stature as an invaluable site for ecological inquiry and education. The gift also creates an endowment for directorship of the center and supports fellowships for promising graduate students.

“Sedgwick is unique,” said Duttenhaver, who previously funded renovations of the reserve’s barn and historic Ranch House. “There are very few places in this state of its size and pristine nature. This makes it ideal for groundbreaking research. The reserve is also inspirational because of its sheer beauty, and the diversity of plant and animal life.

“This is the perfect moment to further Sedgwick’s importance and impact,” she added. “My vision is for a first-class intellectual center attracting top-notch scientists, researchers and environmentalists, those who could develop solutions to today’s pressing environmental problems, such as drought, climate change, native habitats and more. It will be a site for high-level conferences, workshops and brainstorming sessions with the most brilliant minds in science and the environment."

The center will serve as a fulcrum of activity for a UCSB-led, interdisciplinary, collaborative effort to study, identify and innovate solutions for the myriad environmental challenges impacting California’s critical habitats. It was largely inspired by the UCLA La Kretz Center for California Conservation Science established by Morton La Kretz, a UCLA alumnus and prolific philanthropist focused on education, the environment and conservation.

Leading this new center at Sedgwick will be Frank Davis, a noted ecologist and conservation scientist, and a professor in UCSB’s Bren School of Environmental Science & Management. He also is the former director of UCSB’s National Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis.

“Frank Davis is the perfect leader for the La Kretz Research Center at Sedgwick Reserve,” Duttenhaver said. “He has years of research history at Sedgwick, a deep knowledge in many aspects of environmental science and...
intellectual curiosity — vital attributes for executing on Sedgwick’s mission to find solutions to our planet’s conservation and environmental challenges. Frank is truly a ‘rockstar’ in the field, and we could not be more thrilled that he is at the helm of the La Kretz Research Center.”

Davis is decidedly thrilled himself. “It is a real honor to serve as founding director of the La Kretz Research Center at Sedgwick Reserve,” he said. “The ranch holds deep personal meaning for me. My relationship goes back 30 years and includes a decade as faculty manager and 25 memorable years of field classes and research on oak ecology.

“With this wonderful gift from Linda Duttenhaver and Morton La Kretz, we will accelerate research on Sedgwick Reserve and raise the visibility of the reserve in the larger constellation of field research stations in the U.S. and abroad,” Davis added. “The La Kretz Research Center at Sedgwick Reserve helps a very special place realize its full potential as a nexus for field research on California’s foothill ecosystems. Such research has never been more timely and important.”
Nowadays, we are swept into the infinite stream of information: breaking news, videos, emails and social media posts all vie for our attention. It’s no wonder that communication is a real challenge, and that capturing and keeping an audience’s attention is critical — especially when it comes to environmental communication.

“Personally, I feel that our education system has failed in terms of science education,” says Robert (“Bob”) Boughton MS ’80, chemical engineering alumnus and donor to the Bren School of Environmental Science & Management. “To me, that’s where the Bren School really becomes paramount. Students understand the science and understand the business.”

What Boughton illuminates is no small matter: it’s the importance of tending to planetary health through environmental research and policy. And to do that, scientists must articulate information in a comprehensible, compelling manner. “We’ve got to find a way,” presses Boughton.

Together with his stepmother Sally Anne Boughton, they established the Robert L. Boughton Jr. Endowed Environmental Communication Fellowship in honor of his late father, Robert L. Boughton Jr. The fellowship supports graduate students at the Bren School who are committed to making a difference through strategic environmental communication. The aim is to prepare the fellows for careers where they will engage, persuade and motivate behavioral change to solve environmental problems.

“My father was a real advocate for education,” says Boughton. “[He] thought everyone should have the opportunity to receive higher education, so when he passed away, Sally and I wanted to fulfill that ethic.”

The Boughton Fellows enroll in Bren’s Strategic Environmental Communication & Media academic focus, which trains them to think strategically and craft compelling environmental messages to diverse audiences. Students learn communication theory and the art of storytelling, and practice writing and presenting. They can also specialize in marketing, video production, data visualization, survey design, social media or other forms of environmental communication.

“It all comes down to Bren’s mission,” says Boughton. “I want to help get the strongest students to Bren, build their communication skills and turn them out into the world.”

The 2017 Boughton Fellows, Vienna Saccomanno and Madison Harris, are doing their part to improve environmental communication. Saccomanno studies biology and international political economy, and served as communications director and conservation projects coordinator for the Marine Conservation Institute. Harris specializes in marine and coastal resource management, as well as strategic environmental communication; she previously worked for UCSB’s National Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Together, the duo represents the powerful blending of academia with hands-on experience.

“Finding your passion is key to having a fulfilling educational and employment experience,” says Boughton, who recently retired as senior engineer for the California Environmental Protection Agency. “[My father] let me find my own way and discover my own passions. That was something that I recognized was of huge value.”

That freedom led Boughton to chemistry and then to chemical engineering. After taking a few courses taught by Robert Rinker, founder of UCSB’s chemical engineering department, Boughton enrolled in the chemical engineering graduate program. He became interested in life cycle assessment, a methodology for evaluating environmental impacts of a product, process or activity throughout its life cycle. This field informs environmental science and sustainability and, not surprisingly, communication is essential.

“Considering how the [Bren] program melds environmental science, business and policy to produce sustainability stewards,” says Boughton, “the choice to support students at the Bren School through a communication fellowship was clear.”
Robert Lee Boughton Jr.’s facility for communication served him well — first at Princeton University, then in the Army Air Corps during World War II. He traveled extensively, living in Mexico and Alaska before settling in California, where he focused on building his family and his commercial real estate business. He had the ability to converse with a variety of people and through dialogue could be quite convincing. Boughton Jr. passed away in 2009 and is survived by Sally Boughton, his wife of 25 years; sons Robert III and Robert Strachan; daughters Judith Anderson and Nancy Healy; 12 grandchildren; and two great-grandchildren.
Across the university there is so much going on, it’s no wonder wanting to support it.
Friends Giving
When it comes to the world of opera, musical theater and operettas, people's tastes vary. One can love the drama and pathos of opera, while another might prefer librettos laced with comedy. One thing is for certain, however: these art forms must be experienced.

"[Operetta is] an escape," says avid collector and historian Michael Miller. "[It's] a way to get away from the real world for a while and have everything work out nicely."

Michael and his wife Nan recently donated a musical treasure trove to UCSB: their entire collection of 60,000 recordings, 15,000 pieces of sheet music, 9,000 books, 5,000 vocal scores and other materials devoted to operetta and early musical theater. This unprecedented collection will be released upon their deaths and enrich UCSB's Library in uncharted ways.

"I wanted a final resting place for [the collection]," Michael says. "I began thinking about where this all might wind up."

The Millers' passion for operetta is undisputed. With a collection like theirs and an operetta foundation specially established by them, the Millers exemplify arts patronage. It is not simply a matter of liking the music but "trying to bring back a form of entertainment that is struggling to survive," reflects Michael.

"The whole thing is really for a romantic," says Nan, who shares a love of collecting with her husband. "[It's] part of the escape; I like old-fashioned romance."

Indeed, romance is important to the Millers, who share almost 37 years of marriage. They faced learning curves over the years as they developed their prowess for collecting.

"In the early days, I'd be up in the rafters in bookstores," laughs Michael, "and I'd look down and there was Nan sitting in a chair with nothing to do. But that quickly changed."

Nan takes this humor in stride and has since developed her own passion for collecting. Her library is much different from Michael's in that her focus is mystery books that deal with opera, art or classical music. So far, Nan has accumulated over 800 mystery books with playful titles like "Death on the High C's" and "Orchestrated Death." She says reading them is great fun but finding them is even more exciting: "You stumble on something and find something you didn’t know existed."

UCSB subject librarian Leahkim Gannett couldn't be happier: "The Millers' collection contains LPs and 78 RPM recordings that cannot be found on iTunes or in DVD catalogues."
Gannett, whose specialties include communication, dance, theater, and film and media studies, asserts that these rare materials render them a “gold mine for scholars to dig into.” This is particularly important because musical theater and operetta are historically understudied.

 “[The Millers] are so sweet, they’re so passionate, and they really care about the long term care of the collection,” says Gannett. Their bequest was specially designed to include a $1 million endowment to fund the costs of packing, moving, processing and sustaining the collection. This aspect makes the Millers’ gift extraordinarily unique, revealing their consideration for the longevity of these materials.

“A friend once told me that you can’t collect everything,” says Michael; so the Millers decided to collect something. And that something will have a lasting impact on UCSB’s Library, revitalizing what was once the world’s most popular form of entertainment.
Collective Interests
Trustee and multi-decade donor Lillian Lovelace supports her diverse passions at UCSB

Not too long into their tenure as Santa Barbara residents, Lillian Lovelace and her husband Jon attended a dinner party with some unique entertainment: seated performers dancing only with their hands. The piece had been choreographed by Jerry Pearson, then artistic director of Santa Barbara Dance Theater (SBDT), UCSB’s resident professional dance company.

Captivated by the work — and by Pearson, at the time also a professor of dance — they started supporting SBDT. It was the couple’s first philanthropic connection to UCSB, one that would last more than a decade and set the stage for what became, and is, Lovelace’s expansive generosity to the campus.

“That’s the kind of thing we always liked to do — to support something we really believe in and want to see continue,” Lovelace said, “especially if there are people involved whom we believe in and think what they are doing is very special. Across the university there are so many academic achievements and activities in the arts departments that it’s been thrilling to live in Santa Barbara with an institution of such quality.”

Over three decades of engagement (and counting) with UC Santa Barbara, Lovelace, a UC Santa Barbara Foundation Trustee since 2006, has provided significant funding for myriad events with UCSB Arts & Lectures and for several exhibitions at the Art, Design & Architecture Museum. In addition, Lillian and Jon were major donors on renovations to both Theater and Dance’s main stage, Hatlen Theater, and the adjacent dance building, where a pair of studios bear their names.

Jon Lovelace served decades at the helm of Capital Research and Management Company. A prominent and well-regarded philanthropist, he was for many years chairman of the board of the J. Paul Getty Trust.

At UCSB, the cumulative impact of the Lovelaces’ longtime support extends beyond the arts and into the humanities more broadly, by way of the Walter H. Capps Center for the Study of Ethics, Religion and Public Life.

A spontaneous conversation during an East Coast getaway with friends including Norman Lear and Bill Moyers inspired the Lovelaces to fund a unique series that was among the center’s first major programs.

“So launched the Capps Center’s Martin E. Marty Lectureship on Religion in American Life, established with an endowment by the Lovelaces in 2004. The inaugural lecture in 2005, by Marty himself, has been followed every year with luminaries including Bill Moyers and E.J. Dionne.

Following their mutual interest in such issues — and a belief in the importance of early engagement — soon led the Lovelaces to support students, too. Lillian Lovelace for many years has sponsored Capps Center Public Service Interns working in Washington D.C., Sacramento, and local nonprofits.

“Jon and I felt strongly that that’s where help was needed,” Lovelace said of their focus on students. “I think young people really need to be involved in the public process, in governance, in politics. If they’re better educated in these things earlier, they’ll better understand the importance of voting, of turning up to the polls and supporting their candidates. And they really get a feeling of what governance is all about.”

Lillian Lovelace has a strong belief in the importance of giving. Taught from an early age to get involved and give back — her parents were active in social issues, civil rights and the arts — she has adhered to those lessons her entire life. As she eloquently explains: “I’ve always believed in helping and supporting the people I want to succeed in their humanitarian efforts in bringing excellence to not only the cultural world but the academics of education as well.”
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Enduring Influence
Remembering UCSB’s enterprising philanthropists

Michael Towbes H’11

“If I am going to be remembered for anything, it will hopefully be what I did for the community in terms of serving nonprofits.”

Michael Towbes, UC Santa Barbara honorary alumnus and former UCSB Foundation Trustee, passed away in April 2017. Towbes was a successful banker, developer and civic leader who left an enduring mark on the Santa Barbara community. His philanthropy benefited UCSB’s Graduate Division; Theater and Dance; the Interdisciplinary Humanities Center; the Institute for Energy Efficiency; the Summer Research Mentorship Program; and Arts & Lectures. He will be remembered as a savvy entrepreneur and generous humanitarian.
Walter Mead H’12

“We hope our gift will further stimulate growth in the overall quality of the department and...lead others to consider making similar investments.”

Walter Mead, professor emeritus of economics who served UC Santa Barbara for 32 years, passed away in September 2016. The honorary alumnus taught and mentored hundreds of UCSB students, and generated more than 125 publications during his tenure. Mead served as economics department chair, divisional chair of the academic senate, and co-founder of UCSB’s Economic Forecast Project. His philanthropy focused on developing the prestige of the economics department, most notably through the establishment of two endowed chairs, as well as graduate fellowships. He will be remembered as UCSB’s top natural resource economist and influential investor.

William “Bill” Bowes, Jr. H’13

“I’ve come to respect UC Santa Barbara as a very important technological institution.”

Venture capitalist and UC Santa Barbara honorary alumnus, Bill Bowes, passed away in December 2016. Bowes believed that in order to relieve human suffering, we must advance biotechnology (which resulted in his investing and chairing the company that would become Amgen). In honor of his late mother Ruth Garland, Bowes established the Garland Initiative for Vision Research Fund and endowed the Ruth Garland Chair for the Director of the Center for Stem Cell Biology and Engineering at UCSB. He will be remembered as a technology visionary and far-seeing philanthropist.
We were just taken with the passion they bring to the work. We see that this investment is going to have tremendous returns.
It’s a tiny marine invertebrate, no more than 3 millimeters in size. But closely related to humans, Botryllus schlosseri might hold the key to new treatments for cancer and a host of vascular diseases.

Using Botryllus — more commonly known as star ascidian — researchers at UC Santa Barbara have developed a new way to study the biology of blood vessels that may one day contribute to just such scientific discoveries. Support from the G. Harold and Leila Y. Mathers Foundation played a vital role in their progress.

Growing in colonies composed of many multicellular animals, the star ascidian has a massive, transparent vascular network located outside its collective body. This permits detailed study of vascular mechanics and by extension vascular disease — a malady that affects 1 billion people worldwide.

The scientists focused in particular on the interaction of cells and their physical environment, which includes changing the stiffness of a part of the blood vessels that reacts by withdrawing. Their findings were published in the journal Molecular Biology of the Cell.

“We can actually tune the stiffness, which is something that cannot be done in other model organisms,” explained corresponding author Anthony De Tomaso, an associate professor in UCSB’s Department of Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology. “This has important implications, from inducing blood vessels to regress away from a tumor and choke off its oxygen and nutrients to the ability to stretch and hold an individual blood vessel and study how it responds, which will allow us to study how shape emerges during development.”

When the scientists excised a section of Botryllus vasculature and plated it on a surface coated with collagen, they found growth greatly improved. Collagen resembles the extracellular matrix (ECM) on which the star ascidian reproduces.

“This was surprising,” De Tomaso said. “How did this animal know it was on collagen and how did it know to respond differently?”

The answer began with lysyl oxidase, a protein that regulates the stiffness of the ECM. When the investigators added a lysyl oxidase inhibitor to the water in which the ascidians grew, it caused their blood vessels to regress.

Somehow the inhibitor was telling the vasculature to withdraw and get smaller. But how?

De Tomaso’s team worked with Megan Valentine, an associate professor in UCSB’s Department of Mechanical Engineering, whose lab studies how physical forces control cellular outcomes. Together, the scientists dug deeper to determine the mechanisms behind the regression. It turns out that proteins called integrins protrude from the cells and not only grab onto the ECM but also hold on to one another.

“Understanding how a cell interacts with its physical environment has important implications for understanding both cellular development and metastasis,” said co-author Valentine. “Botryllus has given us the ability to dissect exactly what’s going on when we change the physical environment.”

Philanthropy from the Mathers Foundation helped facilitate the scientists’ discovery. Such support will undoubtedly prove essential as the researchers continue this important work.
One of life’s biggest mysteries is right inside our heads. It’s the brain, and its biggest secret — how the brain gives rise to the elusive ‘mind’ — has not been revealed.

In fields ranging from mechanical engineering to molecular biology, psychology to philosophy, electrical engineering to English, top minds at UC Santa Barbara are striving — together — to solve this enduring puzzle by way of the cross-disciplinary UCSB Brain Initiative.

They’ve received a big boost from The William Randolph Hearst Foundation. The recently established Hearst Accelerator Fund will provide strategic support to the UCSB Brain Initiative, helping advance this critical campus endeavor. The gift also is designed to encourage additional donors to get involved.

“We are grateful to the Hearst Foundation for this generous award, which will help UCSB ramp up efforts to transform the way we understand the human brain,” said Pierre Wiltzius, Executive Dean of the College of Letters and Science, and Susan & Bruce Worster Dean of Science. “This funding will directly support our goal to be leaders in the areas of neuroscience and neuroengineering, and will help our faculty share their groundbreaking ideas about the brain with the public, creating even more visibility for this significant research.”

The UCSB Brain Initiative brings together thinkers from seemingly unrelated disciplines to tackle the mystery of the mind and brain. The campus-wide program to foster collaborative brain research across traditional boundaries was launched in 2015. It was inspired by the federal government’s own BRAIN (Brain Research through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies) Initiative, a bipartisan program to catalyze discovery and innovation in neuroengineering, creating new tools and strategies to see, diagnose, treat and repair the brain.

“The brain is absolutely fundamental to our happiness and to our quality of life,” said Dr. Kenneth Kosik, Harriman Professor of Neuroscience at UCSB and director of the UCSB Brain Initiative. “Everything about how we experience the world — sunshine, music, friends, distress, ideas, pain — is completely dictated by how our brain is working. When our brain doesn’t work properly — in Alzheimer’s or schizophrenia or depression — life is awful. We decided that a major campus priority had to be getting all hands on deck to tackle this challenge together.”

The campus first established the UCSB Brain Initiative with the help of gifts from UC Santa Barbara Foundation Trustee Tom Harriman as well as Trustee Karen Bedrosian Coyne and the Bedrosian family. Additional support has since been received from The Kavli Foundation, National Science Foundation, Heising-Simons Foundation, DARPA and others. The Hearst Foundation’s award to UCSB will enable continued growth of the initiative by providing programmatic support for new cross-campus partnerships to revolutionize our understanding of the brain.

“This campus has a culture of collaboration I haven’t seen elsewhere,” said Rod Alferness, Richard A. Auhll Dean of the College of Engineering. “There’s an incredible willingness to work together to solve the hard problems. The brain is a very hard problem, so I’m especially pleased with this generous award from The Hearst Foundation, and grateful to them for recognizing that investing in our campus will lead to great things.”
It would not have been possible to do the work that I do without the financial support, which came at a critical time in my development as a scholar.
Endowments & Recipients
Endowed Chairs

Endowed chairs honor exceptional faculty members for their contributions to academia, and are crucial in sustaining UC Santa Barbara’s excellence. The following benefactors, by establishing endowed chairs in various areas, have made a permanent investment in the future of UC Santa Barbara.

CAMPUS-WIDE

Edward A. Dickson Emeriti Professorship
University of California Presidential Chair
Edward A. Dickson, Donor
Michael Jochim, Dickson Emeriti Professor

Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp Academic Initiative Professorships, Cluster I
Campuswide (Systems Biology Initiative, College of Engineering 2003-2018)
Prof. Duncan and Suzanne
Mellichamp H’09/MA’70, Donors
Cheryl Briggs, Mellichamp Professor of Systems Biology
Jamey Marth, Mellichamp Professor of Systems Biology
Otger Campas, Mellichamp Professor of Systems Biology
Samir Mitragotri, Mellichamp Professor of Systems Biology

Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp Academic Initiative Professorships, Cluster II
Campuswide (Globalization Initiative, College of Letters & Science 2008-2023)
Prof. Duncan and Suzanne
Mellichamp H’09/MA’70, Donors
Janet Afary, Mellichamp Professor of Global Religion and Modernisms
Michael Curtin, Mellichamp Professor of Global and Media Representations
Jan Nederveen Pieterse, Mellichamp Professor of Transnational Civil Society Networks
Alison Brysk, Mellichamp Professor of Global and International Studies Program

Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp Academic Initiative Professorships, Cluster III
Campuswide (Sustainability Initiative)
Prof. Duncan and Suzanne
Mellichamp H’09/MA’70, Donors
Susannah Scott, Mellichamp Professor
Mahdi Abu-Omar, Mellichamp Professor

University of California Presidential Chair I

University of California Presidential Chair II
Alan J. Heeger, Presidential Professor
2000 Nobel Prize in Chemistry

University of California Presidential Chair III

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Eugene Aas Chair in Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
Mark and Susan Bertelsen ’66/’67, Donors

ALCOA Chair in Materials
Department of Materials
The Aluminum Company of America, Donor
Tresa Pollock, ALCOA Professor of High Tech Materials

Richard A. Auhll Professorship and Dean’s Chair in Engineering
College of Engineering
Richard A. Auhll, Donor
Rod Alferness, Dean and Auhll Professor for the College of Engineering

Cree Chair in Solid State Lighting and Display
Department of Materials
Cree Inc., F. Neal Hunter, Prof. Umesh K. and Susan Mishra, and Prof. Steven P. DenBaars, Donors
Shuji Nakamura, Cree Professor of Solid State Lighting and Display
2014 Nobel Prize in Physics

Glen and Susanne Culler Chair in Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
Zhu Family Foundation, Anonymous, Donors
Stefano Tessaro, Culler Professor of Computer Science

Dolucu Family Chair in Electrical and Computer Engineering
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Tunç and F. Lale Dolucu ’81, Donors
Mark Rodwell, Dolucu Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Duval Family Presidential Chair in Energy Efficiency
College of Engineering, Institute for Energy Efficiency
Glenn and Bettina Duval ’80, Donors

The Tony Evans Chair in Structural Materials
Department of Materials
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Various Donors
Robert McMeeking, Evans Professor of Structural Materials

University of California Presidential Chair

University of California Presidential Chair II

University of California Presidential Chair III

Endowments & Recipients
Mehrabian Endowed Chair in Materials Science
Department of Materials Science
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian, Donors
Carlos Levi, Mehrabian Professor of Materials Science

Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp Chair in Process Control
Department of Chemical Engineering
Prof. Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp H'09/MA'70, Donors

Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation Chair in Functional Materials
Department of Materials Science
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Donor
Glenn Fredrickson, Mitsubishi Professor of Functional Materials

Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation Chair in Solid State Lighting and Display
Department of Materials Science
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Donor
Steven P. DenBaas, Mitsubishi Professor of Solid State Lighting and Display

Venkatesh Narayanamurti Chair in Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
Karl and Pamela Lopker '73/'77, Donors
Xifeng Yan, Narayanamurti Professor of Computer Science

Warren and Katharine Schlinger Distinguished Professorship in Chemical Engineering
Department of Chemical Engineering
Dr. Warren G. * and Katharine S. * Schlinger, Donors
L. Gary Leal, Schlinger Professor of Chemical Engineering

Seoul Optodevice Chair in Solid State Lighting
Department of Materials Science
Seoul Optodevice Corporation, Donor
James Speck, Seoul Optodevice Professor of Solid State Lighting

Stansbury Chair in Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
Tayloe and Cynthia Stansbury, Anonymous, Donors

Donald W. Whittier Chair in Electrical Engineering
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
The Mericos Foundation, Donor
Umesh Mishra, Whittier Professor of Electrical Engineering

Fred and Linda R. Wudl Chair in Materials Science
Department of Materials Science
Prof. Fred and Dr. Linda R. Wudl, Donors

COLLEGE OF LETTERS AND SCIENCE

Günter and June Ahlers Chair in Experimental Physics
Department of Physics
Prof. Günter and June Ahlers, Donors
Zvonimir Dogic, Ahlers Professor of Experimental Physics

King Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud Chair in Islamic Studies
Department of History
The Saudi Royal Family, Donors
Adam Sabra, King Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud Professor of Islamic Studies

Alec P. Alexander Chair in Economics
Department of Economics
Dr. Walter * and Thelma Mead H’12, Donors

The Argyropoulos Endowed Chair in Hellenic Studies
Department of Classics
James Argyropoulos, Sarah Argyropoulos, Donors
Helen Morales, Argyropoulos Professor of Hellenic Studies

John P. Arnhold Presidential Chair in English
Department of English
John and Jody Arnhold ’75, Arnhold Foundation, Donors
Enda Duffy, Department Chair and Arnhold Professor of English

Richard F. Aster, Jr. Chair in Economics
Department of Economics
Richard F. Aster, Jr. ’63,’65, Donor

José Miguel de Barandiarán Chair in Basque Studies
Department of Spanish and Portuguese
Ministry of Culture of the Autonomous Basque Government in Spain, the Federation of Basque-Navarrese Savings and Loan, Donors
Viola Miglio, Barandiarán Professor of Basque Studies

Bedrosian Coyne Presidential Chair in Neuroscience
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Karen and Ted Coyne ’91, John and Judith Bedrosian, Donors
Scott Grafton, Bedrosian Coyne Presidential Professor of Neuroscience

Bertelsen Presidential Chair in Technology and Society
Letters & Science, Center for Information Technology and Society (CITS)
Mark and Susan Bertelsen ’66/’67, Donors

Leonard Broom Chair in Demography
Department of Demography
Prof. Leonard* and Gretchan* Broom, Donors
Shelly Lundberg, Broom Professor of Demography

John Carbon Chair in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Department of Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Amgen Foundation, William K. Bowes, Jr. Foundation, Franklin and Catherine Johnson Foundation, Rathmann Family Foundation, Donors
Jamey Marth, Carbon Professor of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Virgil Cordano O.F.M Chair in Catholic Studies
Department of Religious Studies
Charles Schwab, Charles* and Harriet Burke, Richard and Marguerite Berti, and the Franciscan Friars, Donors
Ann Taves, Cordano Professor of Catholic Studies

Dorothy and Sherrill C. Corwin Chair in Music Composition
Department of Music
Bruce and Toni Corwin H’97, Donors
Clarence Barlow, Corwin Professor of Music Composition

The XIVth Dalai Lama Chair in Tibetan Buddhism and Cultural Studies
Department of Religious Studies
Various Donors
José Ignacio Cabezón, XIVth Dalai Lama Professor of Tibetan Buddhism and Cultural Studies

Jack and Laura Dangermond Chair in Geography
Department of Geography
Jack and Laura Dangermond, Donors
Werner Kuhn, Dangermond Professor of Geography

Dehlsen Chair in Environmental Studies
Department of Environmental Studies
James G. P. and Deanna C. Dehlsen, Donors
David Pellow, Dehlsen Professor of Environmental Studies

ANNUAL REPORT OF PRIVATE GIVING
Endowments & Recipients

Michael Douglas Dean of Humanities and Fine Arts Chair
Division of Humanities and Fine Arts
Michael K. Douglas ’68, Donor
John Majewski, Michael Douglas Dean of Humanities and Fine Arts

Robert and Patricia Duggan Chair I in Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Department of Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology
Robert and Trish Duggan ’66/’66, Donors
Denise Montell, Duggan Professor of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences

Robert and Patricia Duggan Chair II in Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Department of Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology
Robert and Trish Duggan ’66/’66, Donors
Craig Montell, Duggan Professor of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences

Robert & Liisa Erickson Presidential Chair in English
Department of English
John and Jody Arnhold ’75, Arnhold Foundation, Donors

Marsha and Jay Glazer Chair in Jewish Studies
Department of Religious Studies
Jay and Marsha Glazer, Donors
Elliott Wolfson, Glazer Professor of Jewish Studies

Jeff Henley Chair in Economics
Department of Economics
Jeff and Judy Henley ’66/H’09, Donors
Finn E. Kydland, Henley Professor of Economics
2004 Nobel Prize in Economics

Lai Ho and Wu Cho-liu Chair in Taiwan Studies
Department of East Asian Languages and Cultural Studies
The Taiwanese American Foundation of San Diego, Various Donors
Kuo-Ch’ing Tu, Lai Ho and Wu Cho-liu Professor of Taiwan Studies

Blair Hull Chair in Women’s Studies
Department of Feminist Studies
M. Blair Hull ’65, Donor
Eileen Boris, Hull Professor of Women’s Studies

Kundan Kaur Kapany Chair in Sikh Studies
Department of Global and International Studies
Dr. Narinder and Satinder Kapany, Donors
Mark Juergensmeyer, Kapany Professor of Sikh Studies

E. Khashoggi Industries, LLC Chair in Letters and Science
Department of Chemistry
Essam and Layla Khashoggi, Donors
Galen D. Stucky, Khashoggi Professor of Materials Chemistry

Louis G. Lancaster Chair in International Relations
Department of Political Science
Winfred Lancaster ’89, Donor
J. Benjamin Cohen, Lancaster Professor of International Relations

Luis Leal Chair in Chicana and Chicano Studies
Department of Chicana and Chicano Studies
Various Donors
Aida Hurtado, Leal Professor of Chicana and Chicano Studies

SAGE Sara Miller McCune Dean of Social Sciences Chair
Division of Social Sciences
SAGE Publications, Donor
Leila Rupp, Interim Dean of Social Sciences

Walter J. Mead Chair in Economics
Department of Economics
Dr. Walter* and Thelma Mead H’12, Donors
Ignacio Espienda, Walter J. Mead Chair in Economics

Robert M. Norris Presidential Chair in Earth Science
Department of Earth Science
Alec & Claudia Webster, Dr. Douglas Burbank, Susan Dougherty, Donors

North Hall Chair I
Department of Economics

North Hall Chair II
Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences

North Hall Chair III
Department of Linguistics
Anne Charity Hudley, North Hall Endowed Chair in the Linguistics of African America

Maxwell C. and Mary Pellish Chair in Economics
Department of Economics
Colonel Maxwell C.* and Mary* Pellish, Donors
Rodney Garratt, Maxwell C. and Mary Pellish Chair in Economics

Aaron and Cherie Raznick Chair in Economics
Department of Economics
Aaron* and Cherie Raznick H’88, Donors
Theodore C. Bergstrom, Raznick Professor of Economics

J. F. Rowny Chair in Comparative Religions
Department of Religious Studies
The Rowny Foundation, Donor
David White, Rowny Professor of Comparative Religions

J. F. Rowny Chair in Religion and Society
Department of Religious Studies
The Rowny Foundation, Donor
Wade Clark Roof, Rowny Professor of Religion and Society

Arthur N. Rupe Chair in the Social Effects of Mass Communication
Department of Communication
Arthur N. Rupe H’08, Donor
Ronald E. Rice, Rupe Professor of the Social Effects of Mass Communication

Arent and Jean Schuyler Chair in Environmental Studies
Department of Environmental Studies
Prof. Arent H. Schuyler, Jr.* and Jean K. Schuyler ’61/H’13, Donors
Carla D’Antonio, Schuyler Professor of Environmental Studies

International Shinto Foundation Chair in Shinto Studies
Department of East Asian Languages and Cultural Studies
International Shinto Foundation, Donor
Fabio Rambelli, Shinto Foundation Professor

Charles A. Storke II Chair in Ecology, Evolution, and Marine Biology
Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Marine Biology
Charles A. Storke II*, Donor

Charles A. Storke II Chair in Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology
Department of Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Charles A. Storke II*, Donor

Koichi Takashima Chair in Japanese Cultural Studies
Department of East Asian Languages and Cultural Studies
Kyoei Steel Corporation, Donor
John Nathan, Takashima Professor of Japanese Cultural Studies

Anne and Michael Towbes Graduate Dean’s Chair
Graduate Division
Michael* and Anne Towbes H’11, Donors
Carol Genetti, Towbes Dean of the Graduate Division

Anton vonk Chair in Environmental Politics
Department of Political Science
Anton Vonk* MA’05 and Dr. Diane L. Boss, Donors
Hahirie Han, Vonk Associate Professor of Environmental Politics

Richard Whited Chair in Interdisciplinary Science
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Dr. Richard C. Whited, Donor

Wilcox Family Chair in BioMedicine
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Drs. Gary and Sue Wilcox ’69, ’72/’70, ’74, Donors
Dennis Clegg, Wilcox Professor of BioMedicine
Wilcox Family Chair in Biotechnology
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Drs. Gary and Sue Wilcox ’69,’72/’70,’74, Donors
Joel Rothman, Wilcox Professor of Biotechnology

Wilcox Family Presidential Chair in Molecular Biology
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Drs. Gary and Sue Wilcox ’69,’72/’70,’74, Donors

Dick Wolf Director of the Carsey-Wolf Center and Presidential Chair in Media Studies
Carsey Wolf Center, Film & Media Studies
Dick and Noelle Wolf, Donors
Patrice Petro, Dick Wolf Director of the Carsey-Wolf Center and Presidential Chair in Media Studies

Susan and Bruce Worster Chair in Experimental Physics
Division of Physics
Bruce Worster PhD’71 and Susan Worster ’70, Donors
John Martinis, Worster Professor of Experimental Physics

Susan and Bruce Worster Chair for the Dean of Science
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Bruce Worster PhD’71 and Susan Worster ’70, Donors
Pierre Witkusz, Dean and Worster Professor of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences

Pat and Joe Yzurdiaga Chair in Experimental Science
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Pat and Joe* Yzurdiaga, Donors
Joe Incandela, Yzurdiaga Professor of Experimental Science

BREN SCHOOL OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT
Donald Bren Chair for the Dean of Environmental Science and Management
Bren School of Environmental Science & Management
The Donald Bren Foundation, Donor
Steven D. Gaines, Dean and Professor for the Bren School of Environmental Science & Management

Donald Bren Chair in Corporate Environmental Management
Bren School of Environmental Science & Management
The Donald Bren Foundation, Donor
Gary Libecap, Bren Professor of Corporate Environmental Management

Donald Bren Chair in Environmental Law and Policy
Bren School of Environmental Science & Management
The Donald Bren Foundation, Donor
James Salzman, Bren Professor of Environmental Law

Donald Bren Chair in Interdisciplinary Environmental Science and Management
Bren School of Environmental Science & Management
The Donald Bren Foundation, Donor
Christopher Costello, Bren Professor of Interdisciplinary Environmental Science and Management

GEVIRTZ GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Michael M. Gerber Chair in Instructional Innovation & Technology for Exceptional Children
Gevirtz Graduate School of Education
Anonymous Donors

INTERDISCIPLINARY
Ruth Garland Chair for the Director of the Center for Stem Cell Biology and Engineering
Department of Materials
William K. Bowes, Jr. Foundation, Donor
Jamie Thomson and Thomas Soh, Ruth Garland Professors and Co-Directors of the Center for Stem Cell Biology and Engineering

Alan and Ruth Heeger Chair in Interdisciplinary Science
Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Prof. Alan J. and Ruth Heeger, Donors
Craig Hawker, Heeger Professor of Interdisciplinary Science

Veeco Endowed Chair in Engineering and the Sciences
College of Engineering and Division of Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
Veeco Instruments, Donor
Ania Jayich, Veeco Professor of Engineering and the Sciences

RESEARCH INSTITUTES
Chancellor's Chair Professor of Theoretical Physics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Marvin Clarke* ’51, Donor
David Gross, Chancellor's Chair Professor of Theoretical Physics
2004 Nobel Prize in Physics

Peter J. Clarke Chair for the Director of the California NanoSystems Institute
California NanoSystems Institute
Sputtered Films Corporation, Donor
Craig Hawker, Clarke Professor and Director of the California NanoSystems Institute

Frederick W. Gluck Chair in Theoretical Physics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Frederick W. Gluck, Donor
Lars Bildsten, Gluck Professor of Theoretical Physics and Director, Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics

Susan F. Gurley Chair in Theoretical Physics & Biology
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
John A. and Meg Gurley ’78,’83, Donors
Boris Shraiman, Gurley Professor of Theoretical Physics and Biology

Eleanor L. and Thomas J. Harriman Chair in Neuroscience Research
Neuroscience Research Institute
Thomas J. Harriman, Eleanor L. Harriman*, Donors
Kenneth Kosik, Harriman Professor of Neuroscience Research

La Kretz Center Director Chair
Natural Reserve System (Sedgwick Reserve)
Morton La Kretz, Linda La Kretz Duttenhaver ’77, Donors
Frank Davis, La Kretz Center Director Chair

Wayne Rosing, Simon & Diana Raab Chair in Theoretical Astrophysics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Wayne Rosing and Dorothy Largay, the TABASGO Foundation, Dr. Simon and Diana Raab, Donors

Troxel Family Chair in Theoretical Physics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Deborah and Douglas Troxel, Donors

Pat and Joe Yzurdiaga Chair in Theoretical Physics
Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics
Pat and Joe* Yzurdiaga, Donors
Joseph Polchinski, Yzurdiaga Professor of Theoretical Physics

*Deceased
H = Honorary Alumni
Endowed Fellowships

Endowed graduate fellowships enable UC Santa Barbara to sustain the tradition of excellence in graduate research and teaching, and ensure that our talented students have the best possible learning environment. The university gratefully acknowledges alumni, parents, faculty, friends, organizations and the UC Santa Barbara Foundation Trustees who have established endowed graduate fellowships of $100,000 or more.

Güenter and June Ahlers Graduate Fellowship in Physics
Professor Güenter and June Ahlers, Donors

Janet A. Alpert Fellowship in Economics
Janet A. Alpert ’68, Donor

Jane Altman Memorial Fellowship Fund
Pat and Bill Altman ’57, Donors

Mortimer Andron Fellowships in Economics
Dr. Mortimer* and Bea Andron, Donors

Bluma Appel Jewish Studies Fund
Bluma Appel*, Donor

Arnhold Endowment for Excellence in English
John and Jody Arnhold ’75, Donors

Stuart Atkins Fellowship Fund
Various Donors

Barpal Family Fellowship in the College of Engineering
Dr. Itzik and Marge Barpal ’68,’70, Donors

Jean Belin Fellowship in French and Italian
Robert H. Sommer*, Naomi Sommer*, and Tania Sommer-Belin, Donors

Fritz E. Bischoff Fund for Psychology
Estate of Fritz E. Bischoff*, Donor

Bonderson Fellowships in Biomedical Engineering and Materials Engineering
Paul R. Bonderson, Jr. and Sandra K. Bonderson, Donors

Robert L. Boughton Jr. Endowed Environmental Communication Fellowship
Sally A. Boughton, Robert Lee Boughton III ’80, Donors

Bren School Eco-E Fellowship Program Endowment
Anonymous, Donor

Donald Bren Foundation Fellowships
Donald Bren Foundation, Donor

Broida-Hirschfelder Graduate Fellowship in the Sciences
Elizabeth S. Hirschfelder*, the Faculty Women’s Club, and other individuals, Donors

Catherine Bruce Endowment Fellowship Fund
Estate of Catherine Bruce*, Donor

Carbon-Clarke Graduate Fellowships in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Anonymous, Donor

Chancellor’s Graduate Fellowship
Anonymous, Donor

Michael J. Connell Memorial Trust Fellowships
Michael J. Connell Trust, Donor

Steve and Sue Cooper Graduate Fellowship
Stephen and Susan Cooper ’68/’69, Donors

Marika Critelli Fellowship Fund
Ann Lippincott, Ned Emerson, and Various Donors

CSP Technologies Fellowship
Anonymous, Donor

Brython Davis Graduate Fellowship
Brython P. Davis, Donor

Deckers Outdoor Corporation Fellowship for the Bren School
Anonymous, Donor

Charles Den Bell Student Loan Fund
Estate of Charles Den Bell*, Donor

Jean Devlin Initiative Fund
Richard Auhl, Roy and Janet Hardiman ’83, Peri Heinz-Harcourt ’71, and other individuals, foundations and corporations, Donors

Robert H. DeWolfe Teaching Fellowship in Organic Chemistry
Barbara B. DeWolfe*, Donor

Dow Discovery Fellowship in Chemical Engineering
The Dow Chemical Company, Donor

The Nejat B. Ezal Fellowship Fund
The Ezal family, friends of Nejat Ezal, and Various Donors

Erna V. Fisher Trust Fellowship for Czech Music
Erna V. Fisher* Trust, Donor

French and Italian Fellowship Fund
Anonymous, Donor

Peter Racine Fricker Fellowship for Post-Doctoral Studies in Music Composition
A. Helen and Peter Fricker*, Donors

Esme Frost Fund
Frank J. Frost and Amanda Clark Frost, Frank J. Frost & Amanda Clark Frost 1990 Charitable Remainder Unitrust, Donors

Bernice and Karl Geiringer Music Fellowship
Ms. Bernice Geiringer* H’01, Donor

Pat and Irving Glazer Graduate Fellowship in Jewish Studies
Pat and Irving Glazer, Donors

John T. Gray Memorial Summer Internship Fellowships
Various Donors

Thomas G. Haring Memorial Fellowship
Dr. and Mrs. Norris Haring, Catherine Breen Haring, Martha Haring Fredrickson, Kathryn A. Haring, and other family members, friends and colleagues, Donors

William Randolph Hearst Fund
The William Randolph Hearst Foundation, Donor

Ardis O. Higgins Graduate Fellowship in Ethnomusicology
Ardis O. Higgins*, Donor

Ardis O. Higgins Graduate Fellowship in Scandinavian Music
Ardis O. Higgins*, Donor

Holbrook Foundation Endowed Fellowship
Tara and George Holbrook, Donors

Holbrook Foundation Fellowships in Institute for Energy Efficiency
Tara and George Holbrook, Donors

James Hong Memorial Research Fellowship Fund
Various Donors

Institute for Energy Efficiency Fellowship Fund
Anonymous, Donor

Islamic Studies Fellowship
H.R.H. Prince Mohammed bin Fahd bin Abdulaziz and the Saudi Royal Family, Donors
Dr. J Student Teacher Fellowship Fund
Individuals honoring Dr. Richard Jamgochian, Donors

Japan Bamboo Association Fund
Japan Bamboo Association, Donor

Kenneth Karmiole Endowed Research Fellowship
Kenneth Karmiole '68, Donor

Kerns Fellowship in Interdisciplinary Engineering and Science
Dr. George and Joan Kerns '69,'80, Donors

Herbert Kroemer Endowed Fellowship Fund
Dr. Henry and Bih-Charn Chien '80/77, Donors

The H. William Kuni Bren Fellows Endowed Research Fund
H. William Kuni, Donor

La Kretz Fellowship Endowment
Morton La Kretz, Linda La Kretz Duttenhaver '77, Donors

Louis Lancaster Graduate Fellowship in Political Science
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Lancaster* H'89, Donors

The Latin American Fishery Fellows Program
Walton Family Foundation, Donor

Israel Levitan Memorial Fellowship in Art Studio
Mrs. Idee Levitan-Maxted*, Donor

Margaret P. Mallory Fellowship in Art History
Miss Margaret Mallory*, Donor

Margaret P. Mallory Fellowship in Music
Miss Margaret Mallory*, Donor

Sara Miller McCune Endowed Fellowship
Sara Miller McCune H'05, Donor

MC-CAM Fellowships and Administration Fund
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Donor

Steve and Barbara Mendell Graduate Fellowship in Cultural Literacy
Steven and Barbara Mendell '63, Donors

Anthony and Marion Menk Music Affiliates Graduate Fellowship
Anthony* and Marion* Menk, Donors

Mitsubishi Chemical Fellowship in Chemical Engineering
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Donor

Mitsubishi Chemical Fellowship in Materials
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, Donor

Alfred Moir Fellowship in Art History
Dr. Alfred Kummer Moir*, Donor

Opus One Musical Scholarship Fund
Mrs. June H. Schuerch*, The Samuel B. and Margaret C. Mosher Foundation, and other individuals, Donors

The Louise A. and Stephen D. Pahl Graduate Fellowship Endowment in Social Sciences
Louise A. and Stephen D. Pahl '77/77, Donors

Kenneth Pai Graduate Fellowship in Chinese Studies
Bruce G. Wilcox '77, Donor

Joseph & Dorothy Polchinski Graduate Student Fellowship
Drs. Dorothy Chun and Joseph Polchinski, Donors

Rathmann Graduate Fellowship in Mathematical, Life, and Physical Sciences
William K. Bowes, Jr. Foundation, Catherine and Franklin Johnson, Jr., and other individuals, foundations and corporations, Donors

Bruce Rickborn and Ross Johnson Endowed Graduate Fellowship Fund
Dr. Ross* and Charlotte Johnson '70, Donors

Warren and Katharine Schlenger Graduate Fellowship Fund in Chemical Engineering
Warren and Katharine Schlenger Foundation, Donor

Harold and Hester Schoen Fellowship Fund
Harold* and Hester* Schoen, Donors

Philip and Aida Siff Foundation Dean's Scholar Fund in Education
The Philip and Aida Siff Educational Foundation, Donor

The Single Step Fellowship in Land Ethics
Single Step Foundation, Donor

Southern California Edison/Edison International Summer Internship Fellowship
Southern California Edison, Donor

Emil Steck, Jr. Fellowship Fund
Fredric E. Steck and the Steck Family Foundation, Donors

Charles A. Storke II Fellowships in Biology
Charles A. Storke II*, Donor

Technology Management Graduate Program
Jeff and Judy Henley '66/H'09, Donors

Thormahlen Family Fellowship in Economics
William J. Thormahlen Family, Donors

John Tokuyama Memorial Fellowship
Dr. Samuel Tokuyama '69, Mrs. Alice Tokuyama*, Donors

Louis H. Towbes Graduate Fellowship Program Fund
Michael* and Gail* Towbes H'11, Donors

Toshiko Ushiyama Memorial Fund
Tominori Yamada, Donor

UCSB History Associates Donald Van Gelderen Memorial Fund
Jo Beth Van Gelderen, Donor

Walsin Lihwa Electronics and Photonics Research Center Fellowship
Walsin Lihwa Corporation, Donor

Walton Foundation Sustainable Water Market Program
Walton Family Foundation, Donor

White Family Graduate Fellowship Endowment Fund
Philip and Ann White '84

Pat and Joe Yzurdiaga Graduate Student Fellowship Fund
Pat and Joe* Yzurdiaga, Donors

Zytowski Endowed Fellowship in Music
Dr. Carl B. Zytowski, Donor

*Deceased
H = Honorary Alumni
Endowed Scholarships

Endowed scholarships play a crucial role in expanding our students’ access to a world class education, and fostering academic excellence at UC Santa Barbara. We are grateful for the extraordinary support from our alumni, parents, faculty, friends, organizations and UC Santa Barbara Foundation Trustees who have endowed scholarships with gifts of $50,000 and above.

- The Marc Ackerman Fund for Student Excellence
  Mr. Marc A. Ackerman ’94, Donor

- Professor Larry Adams Scholarship Award
  Marilyn Lee and Harvey Schneider ’69, Various Donors

- Jeanie Anderson Memorial Award in the Education Abroad Program
  Friends and family of Jeanie Anderson, Donors

- John Arnhold Fund for Tennis Excellence
  John and Jody Arnhold ’75, Donors

- Barker Scholarship Endowment Fund for Environmental Studies
  Coeta Barker* and the Donald R. Barker Foundation, Donors

- Ardy V. Barton Men’s Tennis Team Scholarship
  Ardy V. Barton*, Donor

- Ardy V. Barton Women’s Tennis Team Scholarship
  Ardy V. Barton*, Donor

- Judy Bellomo Women’s Volleyball Scholarship
  Various Donors

- The Bentson Scholarship Fund
  William Kauth and Laurie Jo Bentson Kauth ’78/’69, Bentson Foundation, Donors

- The June and Todd Brouhard Scholarship Fund
  June* and Todd* Brouhard ’54/’55

- Burnham Engineering and Applied Sciences Scholarship
  Dan and Meg Burnham, Donors

- William M. Bushnell Scholarship Geology
  Karen Bushnell, Donor

- John & Ina Campbell Scholarship Fund
  Ina Theresa Campbell*, Donor

- Chancellor’s Scholarship Fund
  Various Donors

- George Chen Memorial Scholarship Fund
  Various Donors

- Kendra Chiota Payne Leadership for Young Women through Sports Internship Award
  Friends and family of Kendra Chiota Payne, Donors

- Kendra Chiota Payne Memorial Global Studies Award
  Friends and family of Kendra Chiota Payne, Donors

- Kevin Sage Christensen 1992 Endowed Memorial Scholarship Fund
  Estate of Carolyn Christensen*, Donor

- Carnzu A. Clark Music Scholarship
  Carnzu A. Clark*, Donor

- Katherine Breann Cooper Memorial Scholarship Fund
  Various Donors

- Crowe Family Scholarship Fund
  Linda and Stephen Crowe, Donors

- Glen Culler Endowed Scholarship in Engineering
  Various Donors

- Dance Scholarship Fund for Excellence
  Anonymous, Donors

- Richard and Erika Davis Scholarship Fund
  Erika Davis, Donor

- Barbara DeWolfe Scholarship Fund
  Estate of Barbara DeWolfe*, Donor

- William Dole Memorial Scholarship Fund
  Various Donors

- The Joseph P. and Corinne J. Dox Scholarship Fund
  Joseph and Corinne Dox, Donors

- Duval Family Fund for Undergraduate Education
  Glenn and Bettina Duval ’80, Donors

- Wendy Anne Finkel Memorial Scholarship
  Dr. Max and Betty Finkel, Donors

- Harold Frank Entrepreneurial Scholarship Program
  Anonymous, Donor

- The Jeffery Robert Frum Scholarship Fund
  Jeffery and Mardi Frum ’79, Donors

- Yolanda Garcia Endowed Scholarship Fund
  Various Donors

- The Cindy and Evan Goldberg Scholarship Fund
  Cindy and Evan Goldberg ’89, Donors

- John and Betty Groebli Scholarship Fund
  Dr. John* and Betty* Groebli ’46/’52, Donors

- The Gunther Family Scholarship Fund
  Daniel Gunther, Katherine Gunther, Richard and Lois Gunther, Donors

- Donald B. Hamister Endowed Scholarship in Woodwinds
  The Hamister Foundation, Donor

- The Edward Hass Memorial Fund
  Annette and Andrew T. Hass, Jr.*, Hass Charitable Remainder Unitrust, Donors

- Theodore W. Hatlen Fund
  Theodore W. Hatlen*, Donor

- Arianna & Michael Huffington Scholarship Endowment
  Arianna Huffington, Michael Huffington, Donors

- Kirby-Jones Foundation Endowment for Tennis
  The Kirby Family Marital Trust, William and Tyrena Jones ’77, Donors

- Kirby-Jones Scholarship Fund in Honor of Skylar Jones, Finnegan Jones, Allyn Crowe and Sierra Jones
  Marvel Blakeman Kirby and Robert* Kirby ’51, Donors

- Mathilda Christiansen Kuehl and William A. Kuehl Scholarship Fund in the Humanities
  Estate of Mathilda Christiansen Kuehl* and William A. Kuehl*, Donors
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship Fund</th>
<th>Donors/Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Louis Lancaster Scholarship Fund in Political Science</td>
<td>Various Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul and Elinor Lazarus Endowed Scholarship</td>
<td>Various Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Michaels-Martinez Memorial Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>Various Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Miller McCune Endowed Internship and Public Service Program</td>
<td>Sara Miller McCune H’OS, Donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menon Watson/CCS Endowed Interdisciplinary Fund</td>
<td>Menon Watson Family Foundation, Donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leal Anne Kerry Mertes Memorial Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>James T. Wells, Donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The George and Marjorie Meyer Memorial Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>Gail Meyer ’65, Donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mithun Family Foundation Scholarships</td>
<td>Mithun Family Foundation, Donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel B. Mosher Foundation Scholarships</td>
<td>Margaret C. Mosher* H’92, The Samuel B. and Margaret C. Mosher Foundation, Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Affiliates Endowment Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>UCSB Music Affiliates, Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert J. Offerman Scholarship in Intercollegiate Athletics</td>
<td>Barbara Offerman, Donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osher Scholarship Endowment for California Community College Transfer Students</td>
<td>The Bernard Osher Foundation, Donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Louise A. and Stephen D. Pahl</td>
<td>Louise A. and Stephen D. Pahl ’77/’77, Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker-Tiamo Family Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>David Parker and Janet Tiamo, Noah Parker ‘17, Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Wendy V.C. Purcell and Kenneth L. Wilton Alumni Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>Wendy V.C. Purcell and Kenneth L. Wilton ’84, Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marion &amp; Dean Ramstad Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>Marion* and Dean* Ramstad, Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Michael and Julie Reshatoff Alumni Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>Julie and Michael Reshatoff, Jr. ’91/’89, Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree Endowment Fund</td>
<td>Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree H‘12, Donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Marc-Aurele Rieffel Endowment for Excellence in Music</td>
<td>Anonymous, Donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances Roig Summer Undergraduate Research Fund</td>
<td>Jonathan and Christine Siegel ’98, and Various Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Joseph J. Sayovitz Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>Various Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor and Mrs. Robert A. Scalapino Endowed Scholarship</td>
<td>Dr. Robert* and Dee* Scalapino, Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The David F. Siegel Award</td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Barry S. Siegel, Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umfundii Endowment Fund</td>
<td>Brian C. Malk Family Fund, Jewish Community Foundation, and the San Diego Foundation, Various Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC Santa Barbara Alumni Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>Various Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCSB Shoreliners Scholarship Endowment</td>
<td>UCSB Shoreliners, Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Center Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>Various Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Wang Memorial Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>Various Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alec and Claudia Webster Fund for Field Sciences</td>
<td>Claudia and Alec Webster ’75/’76, Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronika Weiss Memorial Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>Various Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudia D. Weitlanner General Affiliates Scholarship</td>
<td>Claudia D. Weitlanner*, Donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian M. Wenner Scholarship Fund in the Sciences</td>
<td>Dr. Adrian M. Wenner, Donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June Williams Memorial Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>Knox Williams ’59, Donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yardi Systems Endowed Scholarship in Computer Science</td>
<td>Yardi Corporation and Anonymous, Donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zorich Family Scholarship Fund</td>
<td>Robert and Barbara Zorich ’71/’72, Donors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Deceased
H = Honorary Alumni
For me, philanthropy is the best use of resources.
Societies & Supporters
Gold Circle

The Gold Circle Society is UC Santa Barbara’s premier recognition society, honoring philanthropists who have cumulatively invested more than $1,000,000 in this institution. UC Santa Barbara gratefully acknowledges and celebrates the profound impact brought about by these visionary leaders.

INDIVIDUALS
Anonymous (8)
H.R.H. Prince Mohammed bin Fahd bin Abdulaziz, The Saudi Royal Family
Dr. Günter and June Ahlers
Paul G. Allen, Vulcan Incorporated
John and Jody Arnhold ’75
Richard F. Aster, Jr.* ’63,’65
Richard A. Auhll
Arby V. Barton*
Marc and Lynne Benioff
Paul G. Allen, Vulcan Incorporated
Dr. Ed and Sue Birch H’95
Johan* and Joanne Blokker
Richard A. Auhll
Ardy V. Barton*
Marc and Lynne Benioff
Mark and Susan Bertelsen ’66/’67
Dr. Ed and Sue Birch H’95
Johan* and Joanne Blokker
Donald L. Bren
Dr. Leonard* and Gretchen* Broom
Dan and Meg Burnham
Ina Theresa Campbell*
Dr. Bill and Mary Cheadle
Marvin Clarke* ’51
Stephen and Susan Cooper ’68/’69
Jack and Laura Dangermond
Louise Lowry Davis*’62
Len DeBenedicts ’62
Michael K. Douglas ’68
Dr. Jeffrey and Linda Dozier
Reece Duca ’66
Robert and Trish Duggan ’66/’66
Linda La Kretz Duttenhaver ’77
Dr. Virgil Elings H’10
Carl P. Feinberg
Christian and Caryn Felipe
Timothy and Audrey Fisher
James A. Frank
Dr. Peter R.* and A. Helen* Fricker
Ambassador Don* and Marilyn* Gevirtz
H’96/’96
Frederick W. Gluck
Patrick and Joanne Graham
Paul Graziano and Jo Swanda
John and Meg Guryl ’78,’83
Eva and Dr. Yoel Haller
Thomas J. Harriman
W. Roger and Judy Haughton ’69/’70
Dr. Alan and Ruth Heeger
Jeff and Judy Henley ’66/’09
George and Tara Holbrook, Holbrook Foundation Fellows for IEE
M. Blair Hull ’65, Hull Family Foundation
F. Neal Hunter
Michael Kambitsch and Susan Lord
Fred Kavli* H’05
Dr. George P. and Joan B. Kerns ’69,’80
Marvel Blakeman Kirby and Robert Kirby* ’51
Morton La Kretz
Dr. Dorothy Largay and Wayne Rosing
Lilian and Jon* Lovelace
Harry Lucas, Jr.
Bruce Lombard* ’70
Craig and Susan McCaw
Dr. Walter* and Thelma Maud H’12
Dr. Robert and Victoria Mehrabian
Prof. Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp H’09/’70 MA
Sara Miller McCune H’05
Dr. Michael and Nan Miller
John Mithun and Mercedes Millington
Kent M. Vining and Julie Ann Mock ’70/’75
William R. Moran*
Margaret C. Mosher* H’92
Dr. Laurence Pilgeram*
Dr. Joseph* and Helene Pollock H’10
Ceil and Michael Pultizer
Dr. Simon and Diana Raab
Dr. Ann and Myron* Rice
Erick and Cristina Rickmers
Lord Paul Ridley-Tree*
and Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree H’12
Arthur N. Rupe H’08, Arthur N. Rupe Foundation
Dr. Warren G.* and Katharine S.* Schlinger
Harold* and Hester* Schoen ’32
Dr. Arent* and Jean Schuyler ’61/’13
Charles R. Schwab
Francis* and Alice* Sedgwick
Martin Shum
Judith C. Stapelmann ’63,’65
Fredric E. Steck
Elizabeth* and Charles* Storke II
Thomas Moore Storke*
Tom and Heather Sturgess
Dr. Theo and Danae Theofanous
Michael* and Anne Towbes H’11
Deborah and Douglas Troxel
Emmett and Gladys W.
Ted Waitt
Alec and Claudia Webster ’76/’75
Lynda Weinman and Bruce Heavin
Betty Elings Wells H’10
Henry H. Wheeler, Jr.*’65
Dr. Richard and Paula Whited ’63,’69
Bruce G. Wilcox ’77
Drs. Gary and Susan Wilcox ’69,’72/’70,’74
Dick and Noelle Wolf
Dr. Bruce and Susan Worster ’68,’71/’70
Drs. Fred and Linda Wudl
Joe* and Patricia Yzuriaga

ORGANIZATIONS
Anonymous (6)
Adelson Medical Research Foundation
Agilent Technologies
Agilent Technologies Foundation
American Cancer Society
American Chemical Society
American Council of Learned Societies
American Diabetes Association
Amgen Foundation
Amgen, Inc.
The Annenberg Foundation
Applied Materials, Inc.
Arnold and Mabel Beckman Foundation
The Boeing Company
The William K. Bowes, Jr. Foundation
The Lancaster Society recognizes benefactors who have contributed $100,000 or more to the university over time, and have helped build UC Santa Barbara’s reputation for teaching, research and public service. The society is named after Louis and Winifred Lancaster, civic-minded philanthropists who played a central role in establishing the UC Santa Barbara Foundation.

INDIVIDUALS

Anonymous (24)
Michael and Sara Abraham ’59
Paul Abrams*
Marshall* and Carol* Ackerman
Bill* and Barbara Alhouse ’49/’50
Joseph and Lamberta Alibrandi
Janet A. Alpert ’68
Pat and Bill Altman ’57
David and Lyn Anderson
Donald* and Christine Anderson
Dr. Mortimer* and Bea Andron
Judy and Bruce Anticouni
Bluma Appel*
Robert Arenz, Jr. ’80, Money-Arenz Foundation, Inc.
Jim Argypopoulos
Sarah Argypopoulos
Stuart R. Atkins
Dr. Tanya Atwater
Edward Bancroft
Dr. Peter* and Helen Bancroft ’41
Virginia Bancroft*
Dr. Leon and Rose Banks
Archie Bard* and Leinie Schilling Bard
Ann Bardach and Robert Lesser
Carrie A. Barker*
Itzik and Marge Barpal ’68,’70
John and Barbara Bartman
Bob and Carol Bason
Frank and Katherine Baxter, The Baxter Family Foundation
Susan and Riley Bechtel ’78
Gary and Mary Becker
John and Judith Bedrosian
Joel and Wendy Bennett
Max* and Judith Benton /’87,’93
William Kauth and Laurie Jo Bentson Kauth ’78/’69
Barrie and Arlene* Bergman
Barry Berkus* and Family
David Bermant* and Susan Hopmans, The Bermant Foundation
Myrna* and Gerald Bernath
Dorn R. Bernstein H’79
John Berryhill ’65
Richard and Marguerite Berti
Fritz E. Bischoff*
Jill and John C. Bishop, Jr.
John and Hazel Blankenhip ’65
Johan F. Blokker, Jr. ’80,’84
Michael and Sheila Bonsignore
Robert Boughton III ’80
Sally A. Boughton
Richard L. and Kathryn Gee Breaux ’67/’68
James Brewer ’92
Terry and Sharon Bridges
June* and Todd* Brouhard ’54/H’55
David and Carolyn Brown
Catherine Bruce*
Dr. Thomas C. and Paula Yurkanis Bruce
Louis Buglioli
Dr. Douglas and Rachel Burbank
Mary Burchill and Mark Maxson ’76/’75
Charles* and Harriet Burke
Michael and Catherine Byron ’87
Dennis and Angelia Cagan
Richard and Annette Caleel
Christopher and Dori Carter
Dr. James* and Patricia* Case
Virginia Castagnola-Hunter, Castagnola Family Foundation
Shing and Sheng-Yung Chang ’75/’71
Dr. Vernon L.* and Mary Low* Cheadle H’90/H’90
Dr. Chiu-Shan and Rufina Chen
Edward and Shu-Ching Cheng
Dr. Henry and Bih-Charn Chien ’80/’77
Carolyn S. Christensen*
Mathilda Christiansen Kuehl* ’62
David Kam and Betty Chu
Dr. John Carbon and Dr. Louise Clarke /’71,’73
Peter J. Clarke*
Jay Cohen and Laura Cox ’84/’83
John and Marcia Cohen
David and Margaret Cole
J.W. and Sue Colin
Paul Colombo
Ursula Corning*, The Vidda Foundation
Bruce and Toni Conwin H’97, Metropolitan Theatres Corporation
Rafael Costas ’86
Michael R. Costello ’88
Karen and Ted Coyne ’91
John Vickers Crawford*
Thomas H. Crawford*
Stephen and Linda Crowe
Craig and Gayle Cummings ’72/’75
James and Karen Dao
Eugene* and Suzette* Davidson
James G. Davidson ’98
Richard* and Erika Davis
Brunilda Debus
James and Deanna Dehlsen
James and Nancy Demetriades
Dr. Steven DenBaars and Susan Eng-DenBaars
Michael D’Errico ’92
Bob Deshotels ’72
Drs. Robert* and Barbara* DeWolfe
Paolo Diniz
William and Janet Dinsmore ’68
Neil Dipaola ’06
Diane Dodds ’68
Tunç and Lale Doluca ’81
Susan L. Dougherty ’94
Diandra de Morrell Douglas ’82
Peter and Lisa Douglas
Dr. Harold and Kathleen Drake
Suzanne Duca ’90
Kent and Rosemary Dunn
Glenn and Bettina Duval ’80
Harvey and Carol Eisenberg
Barbara Elisen
Rune Elisen
Julia Collier Emerson
Dr. Robert and Christine Emmons
Dr. Katherine Esau*
Brian and Jan Escalera
Ian Espinoza
Zapata Espinoza
Dr. Ky Fan*
Dr. Maurice E. Faulkner*
Robert Feinberg and Margo Cohen-Feinberg
Dr. Howard C. Fenton*
Ralph H. Fertility*
Gino* and Betty Filippin
Erna V. Fisher*
Chris and Malin Fletcher ’77
Paul and Sally Flum
Theresa Wilson Flynn
James G. Folli and Willard R. Hurst
Dr. Anabel Ford and Dr. Michael Glassow ’74,’81
Dr. Peter C. Ford and Dr. Mary Howe-Grant
Scott and Jennifer Frank ’82
Dr. Roger Freedman and Caroline Robillard
Jay Freeman ’03
Drs. Frank and Amanda Clarke Frost ’55/’64,’66,’75
Ralph Garcia, Jr. and Jean Bosworth Garcia ’83/’85
Marshall and Saraster Madison Garcia
Patricia Gebhard*
Dr. Carol A. Geer
Bernice Geiringer* H’01
Dan and Debra Gerber
John and Cheryl Gerngross ’82
Gordon and Ann Getty
Daniel and Cara Geyer
Lew and Genevieve Geyer
Janice Gibbons
Steven and Deborah Ginder ’71/’72
Irving and Pat* Glazer
Paul Glenn and Nancy Lessner
Cindy and Evan Goldberg ’89
Dr. Richard Goode ’58
Dr. Kevin and Cynthia Gorman /’82
Dr. Steven Humphrey and Sue Grafton
Ahmad Gramian and Haleh Emrani
Bob and Lea Grantham ’75
Patricia Gregory
Rusty and Bonnie Gregory
Societies & Supporters

Tomionori Yamada, Toshiko Ushikama Memorial Fund
Jeffrey and Kristin Worthe ’89/’88
Robert K. Woolf*
Jane Woodward ’80
Dr. Samuel* and Frances* Wofsy
Peter Wissner
Michael Grant Wilson
Richard Williams ’59, The Richard Williams Family
Marie J. Williams ’89
Craig and Jane Williams
Dan Wilen
John Wilczak
Don Wilcox
Craig and Jane Williams
Marie J. Williams ’89
Richard Williams ’59, The Richard Williams Family
John Cree Wilson III*
Michael Grant Wilson
Stuart O’Melveny Wilson
Peter Wisnner
Dr. Samuel* and Frances* Wofsy
Dr. Charles* and Muriel* Woodhouse
Jane Woodward ’80
Robert K. Woolf*
Jeffrey and Kristin Worth ’89/’88
Ming-Shian and Justina Wu
Tomonori Yamada, Toshiko Ushikama Memorial Fund

Dr. Henry and Dilling Yang H’01/H’01
James V. and Beverly R. Zaleski
Dr. Huican Zhu ’00
Michael and Diane Ziering ’78
Drs. Leslie and Ernie Zomalt ’64,’79/’66,’72,’89
Robert and Barbara Zorchi ’71/’72
Richard and Zanna Zulch ’82
Carl B. Zytowski

ORGANIZATIONS
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3M Foundation
Abbott Laboratories
ACatechol, Inc.
Accelys, Inc.
ADRX
Advanced Projects Research, Inc.
AECOM
The Aerospace Corporation
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Leo and Anne Albert Charitable Trust
Alcan Aluminum Corporation
Allergan Foundation
Allied Signal Foundation
Allon Therapeutics, Inc.
alstria office REIT-AG
Aluminum Company of America
Alveo Technologies
Alzheimer’s Association
American Committee for the Weizman Institute of Science
American Economic Association
American Educational Research Association
American Heart Association
AMP Incorporated
AmpilMed Corporation
Anritsu Company
Apple, Inc.
Applied Molecular Genetics
Arcadia Design Systems, Inc.
Arcadia Fund
ARCO Foundation
Arcus Foundation
ArgusSenses
Laura and John Arnold Foundation
Asahi Kasei Corporation
The Association for the Cure of Cancer of the Prostate
AT&T Bell Laboratories
ATK Space Systems
Autism Speaks
Alias System Corporation
Avago Technologies, Argos Acquisition Ltd.
Edward and Gladys Baker Foundation
The Balm Foundation, Inc.
Bank of America Matching Gifts Program
The Cecil & Fred Bartman Foundation
BASF Corporation
Bay Networks, Inc.
Bentson Foundation
David W. Bermant Revocable Trust
BHP Billiton
Bialis Family Foundation
Bioversity International
Bloomberg Family Foundation, Inc
Blue Moon Fund, Inc.
The Boeing Company
David Bohnnett Foundation
Albert and Elaine Borchard Foundation, Inc.
Bosch Corporate Research and Development
Boughton Educational & Scholarship Fund
James S. Bower Foundation
BP America, Inc.
BrightFocus Foundation
Bristol-Myers Products
Buder Daltonon GmbH
BSST
Burroughs Corporation
Cadence Design Systems, Inc.
Calera Corporation
The California Coastal Conservancy
California Fire Safe Council, Inc.
California Forest Research Association
California Institute of Technology
California State University
California Wellness Foundation
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation
Canadian Institute for Advanced Research
Canadian Pacific Charitable Foundation
Capital Group Companies, Inc.
Capitol Specialty Plastics, Inc.
Catalytic Solutions
Center for Community Change
Charitable Gift Fund
ChevronTexaco
Chevron Products Company
Chevron U.S.A., Inc.
Chiang Ching-Kuo Foundation
Chicago Community Trust
Jane Coffin Childrens Memorial Fund
Chiron Corporation
Citrix Online Division
Pierre Claeysens Veterans Museum & Library
Clorox Corporation
The Coca-Cola Foundation
Cohen Veterans Bioscience, Inc.
Coleman Family Fund
Colorado State University
Conexant Systems Charitable Fund
Convergent Technologies, Inc.
Jack Kent Cooke Foundation
Coral Reef Alliance
Corning Companies
Corning Incorporated Foundation
The Dorothy and Sherrill Corwin Foundation
The Council for Tobacco Research, U.S.A.
Council on Library and Information Resources
Courtroom Television Network
CSIRO
Culler Scientific Systems Corporation
Cure PSP Foundation
Dellstrike Foundation
Delta Psi Building Company
Depotech Corporation
Desert Botanical Garden
Dialogic Corporation
Digital Equipment Corporation
Doheny Eye Institute
Donors Trust

Societies & Supporters
The Michael Palm Foundation
Edwin W. Pauley Foundation
PG & E Corporation
PowerLight
Pratt & Whitney
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Procter & Gamble Company
The Cell and Michael E. Pulitzer Foundation
Pure Engineering LLC
QAD, Inc.
QUALCOMM, Inc.
Ras Al Khaimah Center for Advanced Materials
The Rathmann Family Foundation
Raychem Corporation
Raytheon
Raytheon Company
Regency Tropicana, LLC
Research Corporation for Science Advancement
Resources Legacy Fund
Rhodia, Inc.
Smith Richardson Foundation
Robertson Foundation
Roche Matching Gifts Program
Rockwell Network Systems
Rowry Foundation
The Shelley and Donald Rubin Foundation
Ruhr-Universitat Bochum
Damon Runyon-Walter Winchell Cancer Fund
Russell Sage Foundation
Saint-Gobain Ceramics & Plastics, Inc.
Saint-Gobain Recherche
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
Sandia National Laboratories
William Sansum Diabetes Center
Santa Barbara Bank & Trust
Santa Barbara Museum of Art
Santa Barbara Photonics
Santa Barbara Remote Sensing
Schmidt Research Vessel Institute
Seattle Silicon Corporation
SEBACIA
Seismic Micro-Technology
Semiconductor Research Corporation
The Edmund and Mary Shea Foundation
Shell Development Company
Shell International Chemicals B.V.
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Shimadzu Corporation
The Philip and Aida Siff Educational Foundation
Silicon Compiler Systems
Silicon Valley Bank
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Single Step Foundation
SK Hynix Inc.
Society for Conservation Biology
Society of Actuaries
Sony Corporation
Sony Corporation of America
Sony Electronics Inc.
Sony Pictures Entertainment, Inc.
Space Telescope Science Institute
Sport Fishing Institute
Springsoft USA
Starbucks, Tisdale and Associates
The Fredric E. Steck Family Foundation
Ruth and Milton Steinbach Fund, Inc.
Stradling Yocca Carlson & Rauth
The Stuart Foundation
Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Sun Microsystems Foundation, Inc.
Swildens Family Trust
Synopsys, Inc.
Taipei Economic and Cultural Office
Taiwanese American Foundation of San Diego
Takatori Corporation
The Tatman Foundation
The Herman P. and Sophia Taubman Foundation
Tektronix, Inc.
TELACU Education Foundation
Telesis Foundation
Terra Foundation for American Art
Texas Instruments
Thermo Analytical, Inc.
Tides Foundation
The Times Mirror Foundation
Tinker Foundation Incorporated
Titan Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Title Insurance & Trust Company
TomKat Foundation
Diane and David Toole Foundation
Toyoa Motor Sales U.S.A., Inc.
TRENDS Research & Advisory
TRW Space and Electronics Group
Tyco Electronics Corporation
UCSB Affiliates
UCSB Music Affiliates
Unilever Research
United Negro College Fund Inc.
United Seal Coat & Slurry Seal Inc.
United States Air Force
United States Army Research
United States Public Health Service
United Technologies
University Art Museum Council
University Industry Research Corporation
University of Aberdeen
University of Pennsylvania
University of Virginia
Varian Associates, Inc.
Veeco Saint Paul, Inc.
J. Craig Venter Institute
Verizon Communications
Verizon Foundation
The Vida Foundation
WT Family Fund
The Wallis Foundation
Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts
Warner Brothers Digital Distribution
Washington Mutual Bank Foundation
Wege Foundation
Wellspring Advisors
Wells Fargo Foundation
Wells Fargo Matching Gift Center
Weyerhaeuser Company
The Wharton Foundation, Inc.
The Whitaker Foundation
Whitehall Foundation, Inc.
Whittier Family Foundations
Wilburforce Foundation
Wildlife Conservation Society
Wille Family Foundation
William Wylies Library Board
The Dean Witter Foundation
MOXI, Wolf Museum of Exploration + Innovation
Wood-Claeyssens Foundation
The Wyles Trust Foundation
Xerox Corporation
Xerox Foundation
Xilinx, Inc.
Yardi Systems, Inc.
The Yosemite Foundation
James V. & Beverly R. Zaleski Foundation
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UCSB Affiliates
UCSB Music Affiliates
Unilever Research
United Negro College Fund Inc.
United Seal Coat & Slurry Seal Inc.
United States Air Force
United States Army Research
United States Public Health Service
United Technologies
University Art Museum Council
University Industry Research Corporation
University of Aberdeen
University of Pennsylvania
University of Virginia
Varian Associates, Inc.
Veeco Saint Paul, Inc.
J. Craig Venter Institute
Verizon Communications
Verizon Foundation
The Vida Foundation
WT Family Fund
The Wallis Foundation
Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts
Warner Brothers Digital Distribution
Washington Mutual Bank Foundation
Wege Foundation
Wellspring Advisors
Wells Fargo Foundation
Wells Fargo Matching Gift Center
Weyerhaeuser Company
The Wharton Foundation, Inc.
The Whitaker Foundation
Whitehall Foundation, Inc.
Whittier Family Foundations
Wilburforce Foundation
Wildlife Conservation Society
Wille Family Foundation
William Wylies Library Board
The Dean Witter Foundation
MOXI, Wolf Museum of Exploration + Innovation
Wood-Claeyssens Foundation
The Wyles Trust Foundation
Xerox Corporation
Xerox Foundation
Xilinx, Inc.
Yardi Systems, Inc.
The Yosemite Foundation
James V. & Beverly R. Zaleski Foundation
Legacy Circle

The Legacy Circle honors alumni, friends, faculty and staff who have included UC Santa Barbara in their estate plans through some form of planned gift. Membership in the society is extended to those who have communicated to the university their intention to make a gift through a bequest, charitable trust, charitable gift annuity, pooled income funds, life insurance, retirement fund or a gift of property with a retained life estate. The following generous donors are providing the legacy of support that will enable UC Santa Barbara to continue to grow and excel.

Anonymous (20)
Carol* and Marshall* Ackerman
Dr. Dana T. Aftab *85
Dr. Günter and Jane Ahlers
Elizabeth Allred* '62
Janet A. Alpert *68
Pat and Bill Altman ’57
Judy and Bruce Anticouni
Dr. Gregory and Roxanne Aposperis ’66
Bluma Appel*
Louise V. Arnold*
Richard F. Aster, Jr.* ’63,’65
Dr. Stuart* and Lilian* Atkins
Stuart R. Atkins
Natalie O. Atkinson* ’47
Lawrence Badash*
Drs. John D. and Janice Baldwin ’82,’84
Leinie Schilling Bard* and Archie* Bard
Charles H. Barnes* ’34
Itzik and Marge Barpal ’68,’70
Dr. Steven and Karen Bartlett ’68/68,’70
Andy V. Barton
Dr. Richard A. Baum ’74
June York* Behrens and Henry W.* Behrens ’47/48
George Bernard Hamermele
Donn R. Bernstein H’79
Mark and Susan Bertelsen ’66/67
Dr. William T. Bielby
Ambassador Barbara K. Bodine ’70
Dr. Eric H. Boehm*
Helen R. Borges*
Paul and Joy Boyle ’84
Richard L. and Kathryn Gee Breaux ’67/68
Irving B. Bricken*
Terry and Sharon Bridges
Cynthia L. Brinkmann ’68,’76
Leonard* and Gretchen* Broom
June* and Todd* Brouhard ’54/54
Dr. William* and Patricia Bullough
Charles* and Harriet Burke
Joseph* and Nancy* Byrne
Ina Theresa Campbell*
Janet Lea Campbell ’74
Roger and Jan Capps
Marcy L. Casey H’04
Dr. Robert* and Shirle* Casier ’49/’50
Vernon L.* and Mary Low* Cheadle H’90/’90
Bill and Mary Cheadle
Isabel K. Chissar*
Carolyn S.* and Vernon G.* Christensen
David Kam W. and Betty Y. Chu
Marvin Clarke* ’51
Marjorie A. Cole ’64
J.W. and Sue Colin
William R. and Rita Collins ’58/’63
Michael J. Connell Memorial Fund
Fred Conrad *’52
Jean A. Corle*
Flora Courtios*
Dr. John C. Crowell*
Ruth* and Nelson* Culver
Eugene* and Suzette* Davidson
Burt L. Davis* ’78
Richard* and Erika Davis
Louise Lowry Davis*
Len DeBenedictis ’62
Dr. Steven DenBaars and Susan Eng-DenBaars
Dr. Rick and Sherrie Denton ’68,’71
Larry and Phyllis DeSpain ’63
Drs. Robert* and Barbara* DeWolfe
William and Janine Dinsmore ’68
James and Carol Dixon
Jim Dixon and Barbara Day ’84
Dean William Dorn
Dr. Jeffrey and Linda Dozier
Drs. Dudley* Duncan and Beatrice*
Farwell Duncan
Alison Duncan Egus*
Mercedes H. Eichholz*
Rebecca and Gary Eldridge
Dr. Katherine Esaau*
Bulent Ezal
Joyce and Garold* Faber ’65
Dr. Ky Fan*
Dr. Maurice* and Suzanne* Faulkner
Carl and Toby Feinberg
Peter Feldmann ’65
Howard* and Jean* Fenton
Jeff and Theresa Ferguson
Ralph H. Fertig*
Timothy O. Fisher
Vasanti Ferrando Fithian ’60
Peggy Fredericksen* ’51
Peter R.* and A. Helen* Fricker
Drs. Frank and Amanda Clark Frost ’55/64,’66,’75
Ralph Garcia, Jr. and Jean Bosworth Garcia ’83/85
Lloyd W.* Garrison and Jane D.* Garrison ’41/’41
Ben* and Donna Gautier ’41
Dr. David* and Patricia* Gebhard
James C.* and Beverly J.* Geogheu ’51
Ambassador Don* and Marilyn* Gevirtz H’96/H’96
Blaine Gibson*
Dr. John I. Gilderbloom ’75,’78
Lois and Frank* Goodall ’48/’51
Dr. Chauncey S.* and Dorris West Goodrich
Jeffrey and Caroline Grange ’96
James C.* and Liz* Greene ’77
Dr. John M.* and Betty M.* Groebli ’46/’52
Russell Guy and Mary Powell ’81
Daniel Haight ’63
Eva and Yoel Haller
Gerald W. Harter and Ruth Broda Harter*
Annette G. and Andrew T. Hass, Jr.*
Dr. Theodore W.* and Dorcas* Hatlen
Jeff and Judy Henley ’66/’09
Jeffrey Hewitt ’74
Juliane M. Heyman
Ardis O. Higgins* H’88
Joseph O.* and Elizabeth S.* Hirschfelder
George W. Holbrook, Jr.
R. Stephen and Gail S. Humphreys
Alice H. Iverson*
Susan Schwank Jamgochian ’63,’81
Helmar S. Janee*
Richard and Bonnie Jensen H’06
James A. Jimenez*
Dr. D. Barton and Sheila G. Johnson ’59,’62
Barbara and Norman Johnson
Kenneth Karmirole ’68
Dr. David Gray and Prof. Linda Kauffman H’71,’78
Mitchell Kauffman and Joanne Moran ’77
Dr. George and Joan Kerns ’69,’80
Jane Kieft
Vivian King ’87
William A. and Linda R. Kitchen
Janet Krom*
Mathilda Christiansen Kuehl* ’62
Sandra Ina Lamb*
R. Marilyn Lee and Harvey A. Schneider ’69
Sallie B. Lee*
Don and Roberta Lenkeit ’65/’64,’66
Susan and Andy Lentz
Lorin and Karen Letendre ’68,’70
Stephen A. Levandowski ’69
Jody A. Linick and Christer Hagghult ’85
Marjorie D. Linton* ’56
Dr. Robert L.* and Joan Lorden ’49
Bruce Lumpard* ’70
Gayle Lynds
Caroline Street Maddock and Thomas Maddock ’61
Margaret Mallory*
Francesco D. and Barbara Mancia ’80
York T. Mandra
Jack* and Anthea Mannion
Carmen Anita Manus Trust
Ricky Vinyard Marder and David Marder ’79
Dr. James Marston '02
Dr. Richard M. and Penny J. Martin
Ronald L.* and Carol* Mays '58
Nancy McCagney*
Betty Fobair McDermott '51
Dr. Lorraine McDonnell and Dr. Stephen Weatherford
Dr. Jim and Marilynn Phelps McNamara '85/'82
Jennifer and Bruce McRoy
Dr. Walter* and Thelma Mead H'12
Joseph S. Melchiome* '70
Professor Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp H'09/'70
Anthony* and Marian* Menk
Alexandra Meshkov '79,'83
Dr. Robert S.* and Florence* Michaelsen
Ismene Michou* '53
Sara Miller McCune H'05
Dr. Michael and Nan Miller
Julie Ann Mock and Kent M. Vining '75/'70
Dr. Alfred Kummer Moir*
Chester G. Moore III and Elaine J. Moore '64
William R. Moran*
Joan F. Mortell*
Melynn L. and Edwina L. Mortensen '63,'65
Margaret C. Mosher* H '92, The Samuel B. and
Margaret C. Mosher Foundation
Jonathan E. Mudge '85*
Nori Muster '78
In Loving Memory of Al and Marjorie Nasser
Frank Natale*
Helene Neu '70,'72
Dr. Frank* and Sandra Nicassio '79
Mrs. Arnold Nordseick*
Dr. Jon A. Norman '70,'72
Jens Nyholm*
George* and Vivian* Obern
Dr. Thomas L. Payne and Alice Lewis Payne '65/'65
Col. Maxwell C.* and Ann* Pellish '61
Garie and Ken Perry
Dr. Laurence Pilgeram*
Dr. Joseph H.* and Helene Z. Pollock H'10
David Wayne Posley, Jr. '11
John Rethorst '70
Dr. Ann and Myron* Rice
George W.* and Edith* Rickey
Dr. Frank W.D. Ries*
Darcy Ruth Ritzau
Carla S. Roddy '69
Ronald and Erica Rubenstein '66
Bernard and Lori Sandler
Dr. Robert A.* and Dee* Scalapino '40
Dr. Richard* and Giovanna* Schamb
Harvey B.* and Hope M. Schechter '47
Jeffrey and Linda Schlageter '65,'67/'65
Richard J. and Judith A. Schnibbe '72
Harold* and Hester* Schoen '32
June H. Schuerch*
Catherine Schumann*
Dr. Elman* and Helen* Service
Dr. Alexander* and Sally* Sesonske
Henry and Harriet Sharp
David L. and Candace A. Short '62/'67
Arthur Silver*
Dr. Vera Skubic*
Connie Smith
Dr. Norman Spears*
Margaret Specht*
Dean W.* and Barbara F.* Spooner '51/'55
Judith Cosdon Stapelmann and
Jack Stapelmann '63,'65
Tom and Heather Sturgess
Ursula S. Szepes '10
Dr. Robert M. and Sue Talley H'99
Cheri and Gene Thomas '60
Dr. Jennifer Thorsch and Charles Kaska
'76,'78,'81/'73
Samuel Tokuyama '69
Catherine Tonne and David Ohst '81
Don Tosti*
Michael Towbes* H'11
Renee Trenholm* and Susan Romero
Faye M. Ulloa* '47
Edward* and Carol* Valenteine
Dr. James P. Vanyo*
Frank* and Frances* Velek '64
John* and Carolyn H.* Wack '37
Shirley F. Watkins*
Stephan and Cyndi Weeks '71
Claudia D. Weitlaner*
Howard and Lisa Wenger '82/'82
Hilda* and Adrian Wenner
Dennis M. Whelan '79
Robert F. Whittow* '71
June* and Knox Williams '59
Zoe Williams-Lambacher* '76
Dr. * and Mrs.* Lawrence Willson
Ralph and Irene Wilson '70/'66
Dick and Cece Wimbish
Dr. Samuel* and Frances* Wofs
Ditte Wolff
Ada M. Wood*
Dawn J. Wright, Ph.D. '94
Dr. Joji Yoshimura and Michael Kronstadt '74
Joe* and Patricia Yzuriaga
Sherman Zelinsky*
Janice* and John* Zoeger
Drs. Leslie and Ernie Zomalt '64,'79/'66,'72,'89
Carl B. Zytwoski
Chancellor’s Council

The Chancellor’s Council, UC Santa Barbara’s premier annual giving program, recognizes donors of $1,000 or more to the university. These gifts are essential to maintaining campus excellence, and may be restricted to support a specific department or unrestricted for use where the need is greatest. We appreciate alumni, friends, parents and Trustees of the UC Santa Barbara Foundation for their ongoing partnership and commitment to the future of this institution.
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CHANCELLOR’S COUNCIL
STORKE ASSOCIATES
$50,000 and above

Anonymous (19)
H.R.H. Prince Mohammed bin Fahd bin Abdulaziz,
The Saudi Royal Family
Dr. Günter and June Ahlers
Pat and Bill Altman ’57
Jim Andron ’72
Jonathan Andron
Sarah Argyropoulos
John and Jody Arnhold ’75
Richard A. Auhill
John and Susan Axline
Ann Bardach and Robert Lesser
John and Judith Bedrosian
Marc and Lynne Benioff
William Kauth and Laurie Jo Benton Kauth ’78/’69
John Berryhill ’65
Mark and Susan Bertelsen ’66/’67
Dr. Ed and Sue Birch H’95
John and Hazel Blankenship ’65
Robert Lee Boughton Ill ’80
Sally A. Boughton
The William K. Bowes, Jr. Foundation
Eli and Edythe Broad
Alex and Kris Brodie ’88
David and Carolyn Brown
Louis Buglioli
Dr. Douglas and Rachel Burbank
Dan and Meg Burrimah
Michael and Catherine Byron ’87
Dr. Richard and Annette Caleel
Marcy L. Carsey H’04
Dr. Wallace Chafe and Dr. Marianne Mithun
Marcy L. Carsey H’04
John and Lynda Marren ’85
Hadi and Barbara Makarechian
John and Lynda Marren ’85
Darryl T. McCall and Miren Letemendia ’78
Craig and Susan McCaw
Charles McCutchen
Robert McNerney ’92
Robert and Victoria Mehrabian
Sara Miller McCune H’05
Dr. Michael and Nan Miller
John Mithun and Mercedes Millington
Michael Murphy
Dr. John Myers and Dr. Rachel Wheeler
William Myers
Dr. Donald and Janet O'Dowd
Orfalea Foundation
Dr. Herbert E. Paaren and Denise Marino
David Parker and Janet Tiampo
Gust and Mary Perlegos
John Pinkel and Susan Shyu ’85
ceil and Michael Pultizer
Dr. Simon and Diana Raab
Rainwater Charitable Foundation
Erck and Cristina Rickmers
Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree H’12
Dr. Edward and Cynthia Rinker ’97
Justine Roddick
Danelle Storm Rosati and Mario Rosati ’77
Bryan and Norma Rosenberg ’87
John and Randi Sanger
Joel and Pam Sansone
Michael F. Saucier ’83, ’84
Jean Schuyler H’13
Bo Shao
Abby Sher
Paul and Cathie Slavik
Tayloe and Cindy Stansbury
Judith C. Stapelmann ’63, ’65
Fredric E. Steck
Mike and Melissa Stewart ’91
Tom and Heather Sturgess
Gary and Tammy Szilagyi ’91
Samuel Tokuyama ’69
Michael* and Anne Towbes H’11
Lisa and Kenny Troutt
Deborah and Douglas Troxel
Shirley Tucker
Dr. Daniel and Dianne Vapnek
Emmett and Gladys W.
Ted Waitt
Dr. Hongjun Zhu and Jing Wang ’03/’98
Alec and Claudia Webster ’76/’75
Lynda Weinman and Bruce Heavin
Dr. Robert Weinman
Betty Elings Wells H’10
Philip and Ann White ’84
Drs. Gary and Susan Wilcox ’69, ’72/’70, ’74

Glenn and Bettina Duval ’80
Dr. Virgil Elings H’10
Brian and Jan Escalera
Carl P. Feinberg
Timothy and Audrey Fisher
Sallie and Paul Flum
The Connie Frank Foundation
James A. Frank
Scott and Jennifer Frank ’82
Jeffery and Mardi Frum ’79
Virgina L. T. and Theodore Roosevelt Gardner
John and Cheryl Gerngross ’82
Stephen and Kathy Gibson ’74/’73
Cindy and Evan Goldberg ’89
Dr. Richard Goode and Lynn Szekely-Goode ’58
Dr. Kevin and Cynthia Gorman ’82
Patrick and Joanne Graham
Paul Graziano and Jo Swanda
Bonnie Gregory
Rusty Gregory
John and Meg Gymnich ’78, ’83
Carla Hahn
Anna and Yoel Hailer
James Hallman and Kelly Thornton Hallman ’85
Steve and Karen Hanson
Thomas J. Harriman
Gerald W. Harper
Dr. Craig Hawker and Dr. Athena Philippides
Dr. Alan and Ruth Heeger
David Henke and Elana Tabachnikoff ’78
Jeff and Judy Henley ’66/H’09
James Heslin and Rose Hau ’73
George and Tara Holbrook
M. Blair Hull ’65
Dr. Jacob Israelachvili
Richard and Lucille Janssen
Peter and Ellen Johnson
William and Tyrena Jones ’77
Crandal and Julie Jue
Kenneth Karmoile ’68
Harvey Karp
William H. Kearns Foundation
Dr. George and Joan Kerns ’69, ’80
Bill and Linda Kitchen
Dr. R. Michael Koch ’89
William Kunin
Morton La Kretz
Dr. Dorothy Langay and Wayne Rosing
Karl Lopker and Pamela Meyer Lopker ’73/’77
Lillian Lovelace
Harry Lucas, Jr.
Keith and Dana Lupton ’90
Hadi and Barbara Makarechian
John and Lynda Marren ’85
Societies & Supporters

Harvey Levin ’72
Milt and Arlene Larsen
Andrew Konigsberg and Elena F. Engel
Landon Kelt
William M. Keck III* ’91
Morris and Irma Jurkowitz
Catherine and Franklin Johnson, Jr.
Dr. Gary and Corinne Horowitz
Bryan Henson ’03
William “Trip” M. Hawkins
Roy and Janet Hardiman ’81,’83
Dr. Saida and Jamal Hamdani
Adrian Griggs ’88
Dr. Saidi and Jamal Hamdani
Roy and Janet Hardiman ’81,’83
William “Trip” M. Hawkins
Bryan Henson ’03
Dr. Gary and Corinne Horowitz
Catherine and Franklin Johnson, Jr.
Morris and Irma Jurkowitz
William M. Keck III* ’91
Landon Kelt
Andrew Konigsberg and Elena F. Engel
Milt and Arlene Larsen
Harvey Levin ’72

Dr. Charles Bazerman and Dr. Shirley Geok-Lin Lim
Dr. Ann Lippincott and Ned Emerson ’83,’99/65
BJ Lippincott
Robert Lovgren ’62
Dr. Gene and Susan Lucas ’73/’73
Mark and Stefania Magidson ’74
Richard and Marilyn Mazess
Tina Hansen McNeroy and Paul V. McNeroy ’89
Leslie and William McMorrow ’86
Benjamin W. Mercier ’93
Richard and Eleanor Migués ’66/’64
Robert and Suzanne Moon
Kristen and Kenneth Moore ’87
Mary and Franklin Moslander ’88
Clint and Carol Newell
Otieno Okatch and Christina Buth-Okatch ’92
Stephen and Louise Pahl ’77/’77
Quest Fund
Greg and Stacey Renker
Jerry and Joan Rocco ’59
Beth Rudin DeWoody
Bradley and Julie Shames ’77
Byron and Elva Siilezar ’79/’79
Ralph and Linda Simmonds ’78/’78
Dianne Smith
Scott Smith
Susan C. Smith
Brad and Tamara Stark ’92
Barbara Stupay ’73
Matthew Tirelli and Pamela LaVigne
Kenneth and Konni Tittle ’85
Michael trovato ’95
Mike and Julie Turner ’91
Herbert S. Tuyay
Jean-Luc Vaillant
Helen Vydra Roy and Jashojit Roy ’90
Norm Waitt, Jr.
Howard and Lisa Wenger ’82/’82
Jane Woodward ’80
Alfred Younghem
Dr. Huican Zhu ’00

YOUNG ALUMNI CHANCELLOR’S COUNCIL TOWER ASSOCIATES

Matthew Garcia ’13
Joshua Smith ’16
Barbara Warren ’08

CHANCELLOR’S COUNCIL ASSOCIATES

Anonymous (11)
Marc Ackerman ’94
Doug Ashbury ’82
Dr. Tanya Atwater
Frank D. Balzer ’75
Jeffrey and Margo Barbakow
Jon and Barbara Basalone ’91
Bob and Carol Bason
Gary and Mary Becker
Glenn and Merrin Begley
Arnold and Jill Bellowe
Donn R. Bernstein H’79
Fred Bernstein and Bari Milken Bernstein
Fred C. Best
John and Jill Bishop
Michael and Sheila Bonsignore
Richard L. and Kathryn Geé Breaux ’67/’68
James Brewer ’92
Lyn Brillo
Cynthia and Frederick Brinkmann ’68,’76
Nancy Brown
Trent D. Bryson ’98
Dr. Daphne B. Bugental
Mary Burchill and Mark Maxson ’76/”75
Peter and Karen Burke
Dr. Andrew Gunther and Teresa Burns Gunther ’79
Andrew and Elizabeth Butcher
Paul and Lupe Carey
Envin and Fran Cash
Virginia Castagnola-Hunter
Carolyn Chandler
Gee-Kung and Sharon Chang
Pisen Chiang ’90
Victor and Gowendolyn Coleman
Ronald and Barbara Cook ’65
Will and Jennifer Cooper
Bruce and Toni Corwin H’97
Shona Crabtree and Alexander MacGillivray ’06
Stephen and Linda Crowe
Jeffrey P. Cunard
Dr. Roger and Nancy Davidson
John A. Davis, Jr. ’82,’84
James and Nancy Demetriades
Larry and Phyllis DeSpain ’63
Scott and Lisa Dettmer ’78
Neil Dipaola ’06
Graziella DiRenzos
Michael and Rebecca Ditmore
John and Heidi Dobrott
Dr. Ron Dolin ’98
Susan L. Dougherty ’94
Joseph and Corinne Dox
Scott and Monica Draper ’87/’86
Chad and Noreen Dreier
Barbara Eliaesen
Dr. Robert and Christine Emmons
Lois Erbrur
Dr. Tom and Doris Everhart
Bulent Ezal
Drs. Carin and Kenan Ezal ’96,’00/’96,’98
Joyce Faber ’65
Dr. Toks Fashola ’95
Robert and Joan Feliciano
Ryan and Stacey Fell ’94/’94
Jennifer and Thomas G. Fellner, Jr. /’86
Dennis and Linda Fenton
Ernest Ferrell
Betty Filipin
David Finkel
Chris and Malin Fletcher ’77
William and Christine Fletcher
Mark and Lin Foletta ’86
Dr. Anabel Ford and Dr. Michael Glassow ’74,’81
Dr. Peter C. Ford and Dr. Mary Howe-Grant
Dr. Mary Furner
John and Martha Gabbert
Steven Gaines and Peggy Lubchenco
Dr. Terrance and Carolyn Gannon ’68,’69,’80/’67,’75

Societies & Supporters
Ronald and Rebecca Garber
Ralph Garcia, Jr. and Jean Bosworth Garcia ’83/’85
Dr. Yolanda M. Garcia ’70, ’72, ’98
Marshall and Barbara Gates ’73
Dr. Carol A. Geer
Gordon and Ann Getty
Randolph and Patricia Getz ’73/’73
Frederick and Linda Gluck
Linda Gorrie
Dr. Steven Humphrey and Sue Grafton
Ahmad Gramian and Haleh Emrani
Bob and Lea Grantham ’75
Patricia Gregory
Professor Margo Halsted
Margaret Hamister ’70
Julie and Betty Hannaford
Stella Harter
Richard and Michiyu Hayami
Irina and Stefan Hearst
Juliane M. Heyman
Steven and Linda Hicks ’70/’71
Daniel and Mandy Hochman
Casey Horton-Paulk
Veronika Hubeny and Mukund Rangamani ’98
Stewart and Jane Hume
Melissa and Ralph Iannelli
Todd Covey and Raquel Izumi ’91/’93
Jeffrey and Hollye Jacobs
Richard and Bonnie Jensen H’06
Peter and Gerd Jordano H’03
Derry and Charlene Kabcenell
Jordan and Christine Kaplan ’83
Tracy Katayama Esse and Christopher Esse
Nancy Katayama
Stephen and Lauren Katz
Dr. Joanne Moran and Mitchell Kauffman /’77
Robert and Irene Kavanaugh ’61
John and Deborah Keever ’67/’67
Margaret and Barry Kemp
Herbert and Elaine Kendall
Thomas Kenny and Susan McMillan ’86
Michael and Linda Keston
Dr. Wayne and Joan Kidder
Jane Kievt
Kathleen Kinane ’82
Greg and Kris Klein
Keenan and Cindy Klinger
Mara Schiff Kohn
Hiro and Masako Kozato ’85
Tim Kring and Lisa Valorie Lacorte-Kring ’79
Jack and Kay Krouskup ’71/’71
Robert Krumler, Jr. ’74, ’77
Marc and Julie Kummel ’69
Samuel Kuniyanski and Marcia Sikora
Edward Kwang and Landy Lee ’86
Steven and Nikki Lafferty ’75
John and Sheila Lake ’70/’73
Joel S. Landson ’77
Dr. Jim and Elly Langer
Mark and Elizabeth Lazarus
Grace Lee ’94
Robert and Gretchen Lieff
Carl and Jo Lindros
Mark D. Linehan ’85
Dr. Bruce H. Lipshutz
Dr. George Lipsitz and Dr. Barbara Tomlinson
Catherine Macaulay
Alan and Cynthia Macy ’83
Shane Mahan
Dr. Carol Mangione
Siri and Bob Marshall
Dr. Peter Martland
Dr. Philip and Patricia Martzen ’73/’78
Dr. Lorraine McDonnell and
Dr. Stephen Weatherford
Kathryn D. McKee ’59
John and Gloria McManus
Kay McMillan
Bruce McRoy
Steven and Barbara Mendell ’63
Dr. Horia and Jane Metiu
Ian and Vi Miller
Dr. James Mitchell and Judy Wainwright
Erika Kloumann and Gene Montesano ’01
Toni J. Morgan ’63
Peter andillian Muller
John and Peggy Nelson
Kristen Nesbit ’02
Sandra Nicassio
Jack and Gretchen Norquai
Virginia O’Donnell
Carmen Ortiz and Family
Thomas and Brenda Pai ’84
Yunida Pan
Richard Payne and Patricia Chiotia
Gregory and Jane Porter ’81
Barry Posner and Jackie Schmidt-Posner ’70/’70
Michael and Deborah Preston
Wendy Purcell and Kenneth Wilton ’84
Joel S. Raznick ’81
Paul and Heather Records
Guy Redington ’72
William and Sharon Rich
Steve and Kimberly Rodosky
Walter and Eileen Romanowsky
Motoi and Aya Satomi
Frederick and Miki Schmidt ’87
James and Patricia Selbert
Susan and Glen Serbin ’88
Terry and Barton Shigemura
Dr. Christina and Jonathan Siegel ’89
James and Stephanie Sokolove
Mark Sonnino
Phillip Spector and Carole Lebbin-Spector ’72
John and Suzanne Steed
John Grocca and Kirstie Steiner
Meghan and Robert Stoll, Jr. /’66
Irene Stone
Jim and Susan Strawbridge
Steven and Cyd Swerdlow
Johan and Christine Swidlers ’92/’92
WT Family Fund
Wendy Tai and John Ullmann
Michelle and Craig Taylor
Dr. Daniel Temianka and Dr. Zainab Dabbah
John and Pamela Temple
William and Christine Thormahlen ’77,
The William J. Thormahlen Family
Dr. Jennifer Thorsch and Charles Kaska ’76, ’81/’73
Dr. John Tooby and Dr. Leda Cosmides
Edna Torsiglere
Jo Beth Van Gelderen
Bruce and Nancy Varner ’58
Michaelangelo Volpi and Toni Cupal
William Wayne
Bernice Weider
Dana White
Dr. Richard and Paula Whited ’63, ’69
Bruce G. Wilcox ’77
Craig and Jane Williams
Marie J. Williams ’89
Gregg and Carol Wilson
Ronald H. Winston
Kirtland and Nicole Woodhouse
Phyllis and John Woyington ’66
Clifford and Crystal Wyatt
Dr. Henry and Dilling Yang H’01/H’01
Michael and Diane Ziering ’78
Steve and Diane Zipperstein
Drs. Leslie and Ernie Zomalt ’64, ’79/’66, ’72, ’89

YOUNG ALUMNI CHANCELLOR’S COUNCIL ASSOCIATES

$5,000 to $12,499
Bennett Duval ’11
Katherine Records ’16
Dillon Tate ’17
Alan Williams ’15

CHANCELLOR’S COUNCIL

$1,000 to $9,999
Anonymous (21)
Dr. Stephen and Barbara Abbott ’65/’65
Lynn Abdelnour
Derek and Shelley Aberle ’92
Raydean M. Acevedo ’73, ’75
Christopher Adams ’01
Lynn and Paul Adams
Peter Adams
Rhonda Adawi ’87
Scott and Lynda Adelson
David and Lena Adishian ’89
Bill and Dorothy Adler
Andy and Clarissa Agnand
Dr. Divy and Shubra Agrawal
Ganesh and Laxmi Agrawal
Dennis Aigner and Camille Bertollet
Lane Albanese and Barbara Benigni Albanese
Gregory Albertson
Paul Alex
James and Bianca Alexander
Larry and Jacqueline Alexander
Dr. Albert Alexandrov ’99
Dr. Rodney and Deanna Alferness
Barbara Alhouse ’50
AI Allen and Kristin Gurney
Bruce and Doral Allen ’67
Eric and Melanie Allen
George Cogan and Fannie Allen
Kenneth and Sharon Allen
Mitchell Allen and Ariadne Prater ’73
Karen McCrackin-Allen and Randal Allen
John W. Allured
Janet A. Alpert ’68
Andrew Altschule ’91
Prabhu and Radhika Ambatipudi ’91
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Christina and Richard Ambrosini ’84
Jack R. Amnon
Brent and Sue Anderson ’70
Dana and Sheryl Anderson
Dr. William Anderson and Marsha Bailey ’68,’76/’84
Eric and Ulrika Andres ’86
Eric and Nancy Andrews ’83/’83
Eduardo and Evelyne Angeles ’87
Fabio and Debbi Angelillos
Fred and Roxana Anson
Bruce and Judy Anticouni
Alex Antilia
Michelle and Austin Apodaca ’96
Sheldon and Carol Appel
Evan and Patricia Aptaker
Ruben Huante and Olivia Arana
Ralph and Lucy Archuleta
Lidia Arellano
Ole and Lene Holm
Robert Arenz, Jr. ’80
Philip and Whitney Arnautou ’83
Louis and Sally Arovas
John and Justine Armillaga
Dennis and Vicki Ascher
James M. Ashley ’76
Gregory and Barbara Asplund ’83
Bryce Aston
Marilyn Aston
Dr. Robert and Kelly Avery
Rodney Ayl
Fernando Azevedo
Margaret Babcock
Dr. Muthiyaliah and Rani Babu
David Baca ’05
Spencer D. Bader ’67
George and Julie Baeder
Amanda Baer ’97
Amy and Khalidoun Baghdadi ’94
David Bancroft and Bethany Ulmer ’73
Cheryl Barber ’66
Paris and Christopher Barclay
Susan and Richard Barden III
Kristi and Jeff Barnes ’87
William and Susan Baribault
Emily and Colin Barker ’98
Ralph Barkey ’58,’62
Andrew Barloon ’80,’83
Steven and Margaret Barnes ’77
Laurel B. Barrack
Stephen and Kathleen Barrett ’72
James Barrie and Leslie Momoda
Ronald Bartell and Christine Mitchell ’73,’75
Dr. Pamela and Timothy Bartley ’82
David A. Bartman ’94
John and Barbara Bartman
Brandon Basham
Emad and Nevine Bastavros
Cindy Bates-Elder
Eric Battenberg and Ekaterina Gonina ’05
Jonathan and Michelle Baty
Scott Baugh
Jerome and Dinah Baumgartner ’69
Rebecca Bayless
Nancy Hoffbauer
Bryan Jason Bear ’01
Darren Beardsley ’95
W. P. Beatson
Richard and Rhonda Beaumont
Vanessa and James Bechtel ’01
William and Connie Beckman
John Beckwith
Evon Bedell and Diana Glassman ’85
Linda Dawn Bedell
Robert Beeton ’68
Dr. Christel Bejenke
Trevor Belden and Ana Maslesa-Belden ’92/’94
Karen Bell
Patrick Bellegarde-Smith
Paul Bellina
Henry Belmonte
Clera Benjamin
Hiroko Benko
Steve Bennett and Leslie Dorosin
Joel and Wendy Bennett
Stan and Joann Benson
Satyajar Berde ’85
Dennis and Tina Berg ’66
Michael Berger ’70
Robert and Marida Berlin
Sheila and Ken Berman
Dr. Bruce and Medea Bern
Thomas and Teresa Bernard
Robert Bernstein ’84
Richard Berry ’87
Nels Berthold
Kenneth and Virginia Besser ’85
James and Dorothy Bettinger ’69
Arjun Bhagat and Anita Manwani-Bhagat
Dr. Kum-Kum Bhavnani
Ashish and Leslie Bhutani
Gary and Ellen Bialis
Paul and Susan Bianchi
Dr. Marc and Jennifer Bienstock
Darlene A. Bierig ’76
Dr. Lars and Ellen Bildsten
R. Douglas and Carol L. Binkley
Tansy and Russell Birchim ’78
Dr. Bruce Baker and Dr. Jan Blacher
Paul Blake and Mark Bennett
Andrew Blasband
Dr. James Blasovich and Dr. Brenda Major
Dr. Stephen Blau
I. Mark and Marlene Bledstein ’67
Timothy and Virginia Bliss
Brian and Terese Blockhus
James Blodgett and Elizabeth Susskind ’84
Leonard and Judy Blue
David Lebell and Vicky Blum
Michael W. and Lisa Boehele
Wayne and Mary Boehele
Dr. Stacey and James Boles ’90
Todd and Barbara Bolinger
Michael and Tracy Bollag
Ben Bollenbacher
Terry and Jennifer Bommer ’69
Drs. Rochelle and Mark Bookspan ’87
Debra Borden
James and Julie Borden ’82/’82
Dr. Eileen C. Boris and Dr. Nelson N. Lichtenstein
Vincent Borov and Diana Marinova-Borova
Matthew Bortner ’94
Phil and Charlene Bosl ’68/’69
Dr. Alan and Catherine Boss ’76,’79/’79
Dr. Diane Boss
William Bosshard
Lucy Boswell ’92
Dr. Teresa Boulette ’76
Ruth Ann Bowe
Susan and Albert Bower ’81
Dr. Michael and Marilyn Bowers
Susan Bowey
Patricia Bowwen ’56
Donald Braden ’68
Linda Bradley
Luanne Razznick Bradley and Dr. Peter Andreotti ’81
Stephen and Edeltrode Bradley
Sandra Braqar and Jerome Rossen ’93
Mark and Deborah Bragen
Dr. Patricia Bragg
Douglas and Barbara Brainin
Nirmal and Rashpal Brar
Charles Brasher ’51
Christian Bravo and Christina Luna-Braovo ’01/’00
Brendan and Kathleen Bream ’95
Moranda M. Breaux
Dr. Curtis Breneman ’86
Eric and Kelly Brewe
Dr. Curtis Brewer ’66,’71
Ed Behrman and Emma Bridges
Denise and Thomas Briggs
Dr. Peter and Karen Brill
Dr. Michael Brinkenhoff
Loretta Britsch and Andrew Rein
Elia and Scott Brittingham
Alasdair Heath and Karen Brockwell
Mike and Cindy Brody
Dr. David Broido ’80
Jeffrey Bronchick
Jamal Brooks
Philip and Diane Brotherton ’83
Cameron Brown and Steven Alpert ’83
Dr. Donald and Carrie Brown
Edwin and Eleonore Brown
Honorable Gilbert and Barbara Brown ’70
Gwen Brown and Cameron Byrd ’71
Jeffrey and Susan Brown
Scott and Hannelore Brown ’87
Wilfred and Judy Brown
Kristin Browne ’86
Jeff and Laura Browning
Jeff and Erinn Brubaker
Michael and Carolyn Bruck ’71
Dr. James and Patti Bruffey
Drs. Thomas C. and Paula Yurkanis Bruice
E. Alan and Carol Brumberger
Ross and Janet Brunson ’77
Wendel Bruss
Arnold and Michele Brustin
Rinaldo and Laila Brutocco
Wayne and Kathy Bryan ’66,’69
Dr. Mark Brzezinski and Margaret O’Brien
Nancy Budzinski Jones and Donald Jones ’70
Dr. Kenneth and Julie Buechler
An Bui ’15
Ernie and Rebecca Bumatay ’71
Heidi and William Bumpers ’78
Dale and Lea Bumpers
Mike Burbank and Cindy Roberts ’81
Melinda Goodman
Dr. Rush and Melanie Goodman '79
Suzanne Goodwin
Jeff Gordon
Richard Gorrie '52
John Gould '86
John and Rebecca Grady
Andrew C. Graham '06
Geoffrey and Annette Grant
Maria and Richard Grant, Jr.
David Gray '68, '73
Susan and Kenneth Greathouse '76
Dr. Doreen M. Grech and Stephen Brand '83
Dr. Laura L. Butcher and Dr. Henry T. Greely
Stephen and Ann Green
Dr. Steven and Elizabeth Green
Glenn Gregory '73
Michael and Gail Griesmer '76
Michael and Diana Griggs
Pamela Groff
Howard and Susan Groff
Tim and Lisa Grohman
David and Trina Grokenberger '72
Dr. Kenneth and Patricia Grossman '77
Marc Grossman and Mildred Patterson '73
Dr. Catherine and James Grotelueschen '72
Anna and David Grotenhuis
Andrew and Eva Grove
Joshua D. Gruenberg '87
Brock and Marel Grunt
Thomas and Toni Guckert '79/79
Paul Guido and Stephen Blain
John and Sabrina Guillebeaux '94
Richard and Mimi Gunner '62
Daniel and Katherine Gunther
John Gunther '68
Katherine and Daniel Gunther
Richard and Lois Gunther
Kirk and Denise Gutches
Dr. Ronald Haak and Darlene Markovich '82,'86
Norman and Jane Habermann
John Hackett '51
Will Arntz and Deidre Hade
George and Lisa Hagerman
Koorosh Haghhighat-Kish and Fatemeh Emadzahen
Russell and Jennifer Hague
David and Nancy Haines
Kamran and Sabrina Hakim
Norman and Rene Hale '71
Brian Hall
Janelle Hall
Dr. Lynne P. Hall '63
Matthew Hall
Jorn and Mary Halle
Nancy Halliwell and Bruce Darling '76,'78
Timothy Halsey '82
Maureen and Michael Halter '83
Lea Halterman
Johnny and Cindi Halverson
Jeffrey and Marsha Hamann
Dr. Rodman and Frances Hamer
Stephen and Janice Hamill
Dr. Andrew Hamilton '77,'78
Cathy Hamilton
Dr. David L. Hamilton
Dr. Charles H. Nicholson and Judith H. Hamilton
Paul and Tijana Hamilton
Robin Hamlin '73
Kacey Hansen
Dr. Helen Greenwood Hansma
Richard and Claudia Haraguchi '73
James Harbour '97
Ted and Janis Harder '59
Ryan Hardy '60
Casey Hare and Courtney Dietz '97/06
Stanley and Jean Harfenist
Hal and Lorie Hargrave
The Harleen Family
Tom and Barbara Harold
Michael Harrington
Dr. Brent Harris and Dr. Lisa Meulbroek
Craig Harris '95
Jed and Tiffany Harris
Dr. Neil and Leslie Harris '84/85
Dr. Fred and Pamela Harris '68
Jeff and Jeanette Harrison
William and Christy Hart '75
Anne and Houston Harte
Felicie and Paul Hartloff, Jr.
Jeffrey Hartman '81
Timothy and Kimberly Hartnett
Dr. Daniel and Karen Harvey '81/83
Mary Harvey
Dr. Tsuyoshi Hasegawa and Deborah Steinhoff
Susan Hasselmann
Sean Hastings and Stephanie Osler Hastings
Mindy J. Hatt '77
Khalid and Jennifer Hattar '03
Dr. Lisa Hauser-Carter and Dr. Patrick Carter '89
Jennifer Hawkins '91
James Hawley '89
John Hawley and Laura Shapiro
Cori and Russell Hayman '89
Dr. Rachel M. Haymon and
Dr. Kenneth C. Macdonald
Dr. Amr El Abbbadi and Janet Head
Dr. Richard D. Hecht and Laura Harris '66
Charles and Joan Hecker
Linda L. Hedgepeth
Dan and Kathleen Hedigan
Mary D. Heebner and Macduff Everton
'73,'78/81,'84
Katharine Boshkoff and Andy Hegedus
Annette Hellie and Tim Dewberry '90
Robert Henderson '97
Victoria Hendler
Alysia Hendricks '00
David Hendrickson '80
Kathryn Henkens
Faith and Melvin Henkin
Julie Henley
Thomas and Jane Henley '70
Dr. Steven and Sarah Henriksen '66
Andrea Henson '99
Deborah and David Hepler '90
Jeff Herman
Marc and Stacie Hershman '78
Martha Hess
Robert Hester
Leroy Heu
Bert Fingerhut and Caroline Hicks
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Dinah Griego ’08
Michael Griffith ’09
Laurence Hall ’13
Marc Halverson ’14
Taryn Hanson ’12
Kara Hart ’13
Mario E. Hollands ’11
Alexander J. Hultic ’14
Deepthi Kannapan ’15
Andres Kao ’11
Rahul Kapadia ’12
Lydia Kapsenberg ’14
Thomas Kaufmann ’11
Meghan Killian ’10
Christopher Kim ’11
Jeffrey Koh ’12
Eileen Koven and John Leen ’07
Dr. Daniel and Jessica Krogstad ’12/’12
Ethan A. Kuefner ’13
Amy Kuhn ’10
Peter Kuriyama ’12
Nikkalet Kurland ’15
Dr. James Lamoureux ’15
Mary Laros ’06,’09
Erica Lau ’13
Lorrin Lee Kwai ’08
Na Lee ’12
Joseph Y. Li ’11
Kevin Jay Lien ’10
Joey Lim ’13
David H. Liu ’09
Fangyuan Liu ’15
Harris Ken-ming Liu ’10
Trevor Londergan ’14
David A. Lopez ’08
Jeffrey R. Lopez ’10
Rigoberto Lopez ’09
Cesar Lozano ’07
Junkai Lu ’15
Choi G. Lui ’09
Johann Ly ’11
Ashley A. Mattos ’08
Dustin May ’08
Sean McCaman ’11
Matthew McColgan ’08
Tina McGinnis ’07
Andrew James McGuire ’11
Michael McKeown ’12
Teresa Medina ’14
Xuan Yen F. Melchiore ’13
Eduardo and Margaret Mercado ’11/’11
Sophie Taylor Meryash ’11
Joshua Y. Mesna ’13
Justine Miller ’09
Tiana Miller-Leonard ’15
Justin Morgan ’07
Sutton J. Morgan ’08
Sai Prashanth Mukuntham ’14
David A. Murphy ’10
Balasubramaniam Muthubanu ’14
Burak and Deniz Ozek ’10
Dr. Michael Crowell and Dr. Katharine Page ’09/’08
Timothy Pelayo ’09
Colburn Pittman ’17
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commitment and dedication towards being recognized for their longstanding consecutive years. The following donors are donations of $1,000 or more for five consecutive years. The Chancellor’s Patrons have made annual contributions.

**CHANCELLOR’S PATRONS**

The Chancellor’s Patrons have made annual donations of $1,000 or more for five consecutive years. The following donors are being recognized for their longstanding commitment and dedication towards UC Santa Barbara.

Anonymous (16)
Dr. Stephen and Barbara Abbott ’65/’65
Dr. Norman and Susan Abrahamson
Scott and Lynda Adelson
David and Lena Adishian ’89
Bill and Dorothy Adler
Dr. Dana T. Aftab ’85
Dr. Günter and June Ahlers
Paul Alex
Dr. Rodney and Deanna Alferness
Dennis Allen and Jennifer Cushnie ’64/’73
Fred and Roxana Anson
Bruce and Judy Anticouni
Evan and Patricia Aptaker
Ralph and Lucy Archuleta
Robert Arenz, Jr., ’80
Sarah Argyropoulos
John and Jody Arnhold ’75
Doug Ashby ’82
Gregory and Barbara Asplund ’83
Stuart R. Atkins
Robert L. and Kelly Avery
John and Susan Axline
David Bancroft and Bethany Ulmer ’73
Cheryl Barber ’66
Paris and Christopher Barclay
William and Susan Baribault
Ronald Bartell and Christine Mitchell ’73,’75
Dr. Pamela and Timothy Bartley ’82
David A. Bartman ’94
John and Barbara Bartman
Susan and Riley Bechtel ’78
Gary and Mary Becker
John Beckwith
Robert Beeton ’68
Arnold and Jill Bellowe
Joel and Wendy Bennett
Stan and Joann Benson
Barrie Bergman
Donn R. Bernstein H’79
Mark and Kathleen Berry ’73
Mark and Susan Bertelsen ’66/’67
Fred C. Best
Gary and Ellen Bialis
Dr. Ed and Sue Birch H’95
John and Hazel Blankenship ’65
Phil and Charlene Bosil ’68/’69
Robert Lee Boughton III ’80
Sally A. Boughton
Susan E. Bower ’81
Dr. Michael and Marilyn Bowers
Susan Bowey
Sandra Bragar and Jerome Rossen ’93
Dr. Patricia Bragg
Richard L. and Kathryn Gee Breaux ’67/’68
James Brewer ’92
Dr. Peter and Karen Brill
Philip and Diane Brotherton ’83
James Brous and Mary Lane Scherer
Nancy Brown
Drs. Thomas C. and Paula Yurkanis Bruce
Wendell Bruss
Rinaldo and Lalla Bruzoco
Wayne and Kathy Bryan ’66,’69
Nancy Budzinski Jones and Donald Jones ’70
Ernie and Rebecca Bumatai ’71
Mary Burchill and Mark Maxson ’76/’75
Dan and Meg Burnham
Teresa Burns Gunther and Andrew Gunther ’79
Andrew and Kimberly Busch
Andrew and Elizabeth Butcher
Dr. Richard and Annette Caleel
Paulette and John Callahan
John and Gail Campanella
Jan and Randy Campbell ’74
Steve and Kathy Campbell ’63/’63
Paul and Julie Capritto ’76/’81
Steve and Amy Caron
Marcy L. Case ’H’04
Rosalie Castanon
Rollie and Neil Cavaletto ’65
Daniel and Robin Cerf
Dr. Bill and Mary Cheadle
David Chin, Jr., ’92
Roger and Sarah Chrisman
Joe and Sharlesa Clark
William Burke and Nancy Bell Coe
Jay Cohen and Laura Cox ’84/’83
John and Marcia Cohen
Timothy and Janemarie Cohen ‘76/’76
Larry and Shelley Coldren
Honorable Paul Cole and Linda Cole ’71
John and Beverly Colgate ’69
Dr. W.J. and Sue Colvin
Guy and Courtney Conner ’93
Robert and Sandy Comstock
Steven and Sharen Comstock ’74
Dan Contreras
Stephen and Susan Cooper ’68/’69
Dr. Howard Cooperman
William Cornfield
Bruce and Toni Corvin H’97
Rafael Costas, Jr., ’86
Jeremy and Joanne Cowperthwaite ’80
Karen and Ted Coyne ’91
Shona Crabtree and Alexander MacGillivray ’06
Stephen and Linda Crowe
James and Esther Curtice ’70
Stewart and Louisa Cushman ’93/’93
Lauri and Michael Dahlin ’78/’84
Gary Dales ’77
Jack and Laura Dangermond
Ann Daniel
Bill R. Danielson ’73,’75
John A. Davis, Jr., ’82,’84
Laurie Deans and Joe Medjuck
Brent and Dagny Dehlsen
James and Deanna Dehlsen
Scott and Lisa Dettmer ’78
Dr. Steve and Deborah Dinsmore ’71
William and Janet Dinsmore ’68
Diane Dodds ’68
Carol Donald and James Murray ’82
Dr. David Doner, Jr.
James and Kathleen Doty ’71/’70
Susan L. Dougherty ’94
Ross Dowd and Marnie Hrones ’94
Dr. Harold and Kathleen Drake
Chad and Noreen Dreier
Dr. Karel Driesen ’99
James and Patricia Drinkwater ’73
Linda La Kretz Duttenhaver ’77
Glenn and Bettina Duval ’80
Robert Eby and Louise Levi
Morgan Hoff and Tracey Edwards ’75,’77/’74
Gary and Rebecca Eldridge
Barbara Eliasen

ANNUAL REPORT OF PRIVATE GIVING
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Class/Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>James and Gail McKenzie ’78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John and Gloria McManus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Robert and Norah McMeeking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kay McMillan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Mc Morrow ’82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael and Brenda McNamara ’65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard and Ingrid McNeil ’88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brent and Marie McQueen ’90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce and Patricia Meikle ’76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Duncan and Suzanne Mellichamp H’09/’70 MA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven and Barbara Mendell ’63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul and Karen Menzel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce and Kathleen Micheil ’70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Claudine Michel ’82/’85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard and Eleanor Miques ’66/’64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Miller McCune H’05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene and Sharyn Miller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glen H. Mitchel, Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent M. Vining and Julie Ann Mock ’70/’75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Mohr and Wendy Wittl ’76/’82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Monte and Donna Anderson ’80/’83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryanne Mott</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Kenneth Moure and Sara Norguay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Mudie and Patricia Glaser</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace Murdoch ’93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. William and Joan Murdoch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nori Muster ’78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Myerson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Spencer and Myra Nadler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John M. Nakata ’78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Keir Nash and Dr. Marguerite Boura-Nash</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William and Eileen Nasif</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Nebenzahl and Janet Offel ’78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall and Janine Nelson ’66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry and Nanette Nevins ’72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly and Gary Newman ’92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert and Jeannine Nida ’62/’60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike and Dale Nissenson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael and Elizabeth Noling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Donald and Janet O’Dowd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Offerman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Olivas and Janice Casserly Olivas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric and Kelly Onnen ’81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Monica Orozco ’91/’93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmen Ortiz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edmund and Jan Ostendorf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen and Louise Pahl ’77/’77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph and Kathleen Paige ’70/’72/’71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Parker, Jr. ’83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Payne and Patricia Chiota</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Penkower ’01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Constance Penley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gust and Mary Perlegos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliot and Stephanie Peters ’00/’01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Peters and Joy Dittberner ’73/’76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Phillips</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Pless</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter and Elizabeth Popoff ’70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory and Jane Porter ’81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Jags and Robin Powar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Christopher and Julie Proctor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ron and Stacy Pulice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael and Ceil Pullitzer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy V.C. Purcell and Kenneth L. Wilton ’84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James and Laura Putnam ’71/’71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael and Marion Quinn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Van Atta and Kenneth Radtkey ’77/’83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen and Robert Raede, Jr. ’80/’80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte and Louise Ragland ’76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Raso and Thomas Umenhofer ’86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joel S. Razznick ’81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guy Redington ’72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow Retiinoer ’54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Ralf Remshardt and Caron Cadle ’91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie and Michael Reshatoff, Jr. ’91/’89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ted Rhodes and Joan Pascal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree H’12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drs. Scott and Shannon Rivenes ’88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerro and Joan Rocco ’99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justine Roddock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Francesc and Kathleen Roig ’94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allan Ghittermier and Susan J. Rose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles and Gayle Rosenberg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwin and Bobbie Robinson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard and Rosalyln Rosin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond Rubenstein ’53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Richard and Linda Ryu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas and Alice Safford ’85/’85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Rona J. Sande</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John and Randi Sanger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. William Sanson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce D. and Susan M. Savett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn Scarlett ’70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda and Jeffrey Schlageter ’65/’65/’67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Schoenhof and Mithra Sheyban ’77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Schuyler H’13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark and Lynda Schwartz ’84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fred Schwarzenbach and Leslie Prussia ’79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Scimens and John Moss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard and Ronda Scoby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernad Seder and Lilyan Cuttler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel and Susan Semegen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna and Dana Seyver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David and Candace Short ’62/’67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Silsbury</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Todd and Leigh Silva ’92/’92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Silveira ’77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard and Carol Simon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim and Gretchen Simpson ’69/’69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth and Elizabeth Slaught ’79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul and Cathie Slavik</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy and Brian Smiley ’82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James and Stephanie Sokolove</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Jon and Ann Sonstelie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillip L. Spector and Carole Lebbin-Spector ’72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helene and Bill Spencer ’69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Spungen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard and Patricia St. Clair ’66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Stafford Burrows</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tayloe and Cindy Stansbury</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith C. Stapelmann ’63/’65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brad and Tamara Stark ’92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fredric E. Steck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John and Suzanne Steed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell C. Steiner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Justin D. Steinfeld ’08/,’11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Stephens Holman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike and Melissa Stewart ’91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drs. Michael and Cynthia Stohl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan and Robert Stoll, Jr. ’66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Class/Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Stupay ’73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Jo Swalley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johan and Christine Swildens ’92/’92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Talbott and John Galli ’74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David and Pamela Tambo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy and Barbara Tasker ’89/’89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony and Sherryl Taylor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim and Denise Taylor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert and Leah Temkin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristina Thomas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleanor L. Thomas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Todd and Fazeela Thompson ’76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William and Christine Thomahalen ’77, The William J. Thomahalen Family</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Thrulow and Denise Eschardies ’73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill and Grace Tierney ’52/’52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Bruce H. Tiffney and Robin Gowen Tiffney</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Tirrell and Pamela LaVigne</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Ronald and Ann Tobin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drs. Rachel and Valdo Tober ’87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael* and Anne Towbes H’11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott and Mary Tracy ’72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bert and Tess Tritschler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin and Cheryl Trosky</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas and Deborah Troxel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Tucker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob and Susan Tuler ’78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike and Julie Turner ’91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Turner and Britta Erickson ’85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betsey Tyler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernest Valenzuela ’61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jo Beth Van Gelderen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Petra Van Koppen ’79/’84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Daniel and Diane Vapnek</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce and Nancy Varner ’58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John and Janet Vereck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Voorhies and Kylee Hall ’03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Wagner and Susan Aldrich Wagner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ted Waitt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Hongjun Zhu and Jing Wang ’03/’98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Yulun and Susan Wang ’82/’88/’84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Bronwen Brandley and John Warren ’83, ’85/’76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Wright Watling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Richard J. Watts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Ian and Louise Webb ’59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Nathan Weber ’96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Willes and Kathleen Weber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alec and Claudia Webster ’76/’75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernice Weider</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynda Weiman and Bruce Heavin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Robert Weinman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barton and Lynn Wetzenberg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty Elings Wells H’10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard and Lisa Wenger ’82/’82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy and Mary Weston ’69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis Whelan ’79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip and Ann White ’84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott and Kathleen White ’73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Richard and Paula Whitit ’63, ’69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teri Wielenga ’81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Edward Wilburger, Jr. ’80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig and Jane Williams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knox Williams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie J. Williams ’89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Williams ’59, The Richard Williams Family</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dr. Melvin and Danielle Willis ’68,’75,’03/’71
Ralph and Irene Wilson ’70/’66
Travis Wilson and Manita Mejia-Wilson ’02/’04
Alastair and Ann Wynn ’73
Dr. Erik and Dyanne Wipf
Dr. Vaughn and Deanna Wipf ’60
Drs. Michael and Beth Witherell
Dick and Noelle Wolf
Stephen Wong and Laura Truffaut
Dr. Bruce and Susan Worster ’68,’71/’70
Drs. Fred and Linda Wudl
Clifford and Crystal Wyatt
Geof and Laura Wyatt
Dr. Philip and Carolyn Wyatt
Dr. Henry and Dilling Yang H’01/H’01
Michael and Kathryn Yates ’81
Drs. Killian and Joan Ying
David and Susan Yossem
Dr. Bruce Young ’96
Patricia Yzuriaga
Dr. Steven and Katherine Zelko ’81
Michael and Diane Ziering ’78
Jules Zimmer
Drs. Leslie and Ernie Zomalt ’64,’79/66,’72,’89
Dr. Robert and Patricia Zucherman

FOUNDATIONS, ASSOCIATIONS,
TRUSTS, ORGANIZATIONS AND
CORPORATE CONTRIBUTORS

$10,000 and above
Anonymous (8)
ACatechol, Inc.
Acutny Brands Lighting, Inc.
Adelson Medical Research Foundation
ADRx
Agilent Technologies Foundation
alstria office REIT-AG
Leo and Anne Albert Charitable Trust
Allen Construction
Alzheimer’s Association
American Cancer Society
American Diabetes Association
American Honda Motor Company, Inc.
American Iron and Steel Institute
AMG Charitable Gift Foundation
Amicus Foundation
Ann Jie Foundation
The Annenberg Foundation
Applied Materials, Inc.
Arcadia Fund
Arnhold Foundation, Inc.
Laura and John Arnold Foundation
Asahi Kasei Corporation
Association For Computing Machinery, Inc.
AST Capital Trust Company of Delaware
Ayco Charitable Foundation
Babich Family Foundation
Bank of America Charitable Gift Fund
Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation
Becker Family Foundation
Kathryne Beynon Foundation
The Otis Booth Foundation
Albert and Elaine Borchard Foundation, Inc.
Brillo-Sonnino Family Foundation
California Community Foundation
California Marine Sanctuary Foundation
Cancer Foundation of Santa Barbara
Cary Institute of Ecosystem Studies
Center for Community Change
Chiang Ching-Kuo Foundation
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Pierre Claeysens Veterans Museum & Library
Cohen Veterans Bioscience, Inc.
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan
Michael J. Connell Trust
The Connie Frank Foundation
Conservation International Foundation
Jack Kent Cooke Foundation
Corning, Inc.
Cox Communications
Crest
The Shurl & Kay Curci Foundation
Curvature
Dancing Tides Foundation
Len De Benedectis Charitable Remainder Trust
The Denver Foundation
The Dow Chemical Company
The Camille & Henry Dreyfus Foundation, Inc.
East Bay Community Foundation
The Eloise Company
E-Scape Bio
ExxonMobil Foundation
Facebook
Sean Vernon Feliciano Amazing Day Foundation
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
FLIR Systems
Ford Foundation
Freeman Foundation
The John Douglas French Alzheimer’s Foundation
Fuji Electric Company, Ltd.
Gareatis Foundation
GE Global Research
GenXcomm, Inc.
Amy P. Goldman Foundation
Goldman Sachs Gives
Goleta Star, LLC
Google, Inc.
Gramian-Emrani Foundation
Greentech SA
The Gretel Foundation
Griffiths Charitable Foundation
The Hamister Foundation
The Hawkins Foundation
The William Randolph Hearst Foundation
Heising-Simons Foundation
Audrey Hillman Fisher Foundation
HRL Laboratories, LLC
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Hull Family Foundation
The Institute for Advanced Study
Intech LLC
Intel Corporation
InterDigital Communications, Inc.
International Foundation for Telemetering
International Foundation for the Humanities and
Social Change
International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center
IOS Press B.V.
The James Irvine Foundation
Irvine Ranch Conservancy
Italian Cultural Heritage Foundation of Santa Barbara
The Japan Steel Works, LTD.
Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation
International
Max Kade Foundation, Inc.
Kaiser Permanente
Karisma Foundation
The Karp Foundation, Inc.
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation
The Kavli Foundation
William H. Kearns Foundation
W.M. Keck Foundation
W.K. Kellogg Foundation
Keysight Technologies
The Kirby-Iones Foundation
Kitchell Custom Homes
KleinPartners Capital Corp
Kraton Polymers
Kyocera Corporation
Lam Research Corporation
Las Cumbres Observatory
Linked Foundation
Lopker Family Foundation
MacDonald Family Foundation
MacFarlane, Faletti & Co. LLP
Magtera, Inc.
Mammoth Mountain Ski Area LLC
Marin Community Foundation
The G. Harold and Leila Y. Mathers Charitable
Foundation
Kay McMillan Investments
The Craig and Susan McCaw Foundation
McCune Foundation
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Mentor Graphics
Minerva Biotechnologies Corporation
Mission Wealth Management LLC
Mithun Family Foundation
Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation
Mitsubishi Chemical USA, Inc.
Moore Family Foundation
Gordon E. and Betty L. Moore Foundation
Morgan Stanley Global Impact Funding Trust
Moss Adams LLP
Multicampus Research P&I Foundations
Music Academy of the West
National Academies Keck Futures Initiatives
National Academy of Sciences
National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc.
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation
National Geographic Society
National Philanthropic Trust
National Writing Project Corporation
The Nature Conservancy
New Venture Fund
Clint Newell Auto Group
Northrop Grumman Space Technology
Orange County Community Foundation
Pacific View Foundation
The David and Lucille Packard Foundation
Packard Humanities Institute
Petrobras

SOCIAL CHANGE
MATCHING GIFTS

UC Santa Barbara gratefully acknowledges the following corporations and foundations that generously matched gifts from alumni, parents and friends.

- Alliance Bernstein
- Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty
- Allied World
- American Online Giving Foundation
- Amgen Foundation
- Apple Matching Gifts Program
- Applied Materials Foundation
- Bank of America Matching Gifts Program
- Beckman Instruments
- Boeing Company
- Boeing-McDonnell Foundation
- Brocade Communications Systems
- California Wellness Foundation
- Capital Group Companies, Inc.
- Caterpillar Foundation
- Chevron Matching Gift Program
- Crail-Johnson Foundation
- D.A. Davidson & Co.
- Dell Employee Giving Program
- Deloitte Foundation
- DIRECTV
- Dodge & Cox
- Edison International
- Electronic Arts
- Ernst & Young Foundation
- Expedia, Inc.
- ExxonMobil Foundation
- First Eagle Investment Management Foundation
- FLIR Systems
- Gap Foundation Gift Match Program
- GE Foundation
- GoodDoneGreat
- Google Matching Gifts Program
- H&R Block Foundation
- Hewlett Packard
- Hopkins & Carley
- IBM Matching Grants Program
- Illumina Foundation
- Intel Corporation
- Intel Foundation
- Johnson & Johnson
- JustGive
- KeyBank Foundation
- KPMG Peat Marwick Foundation
- Lam Research Foundation
- Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
- Lincoln Financial Foundation
- LinkedIn Matching Gifts Program
- Lockheed Martin Matching Gift Program
- The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
- McKesson Foundation
- Merck Company Foundation, Inc.
- Microsoft Matching Gift Program
- The Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group
- Morgan Stanley Employee Giving Program
- Network for Good
- New York Life
- Northrop Grumman Foundation
- NVIDIA
- Oracle Corporation
- Pacific Life Foundation
- Parnassus Investments
- PepsiCo Foundation
- Pfizer, Inc.
- Pacific Gas & Electric Company
- Paypal
- PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
- The Prudential Foundation
- QUALCOMM, Inc.
- Raytheon Company
- Research Affiliates
- Roche Matching Gifts Program
- Salesforce.com Foundation
- The Charles Schwab Corporation Foundation
- Silver Spring Network
- Sony Corporation of America
- The Caryll M. & Norman F. Sprague Foundation
- State Farm Companies Foundation
- Karl Storz Imaging, Inc.
- Levi Strauss Foundation
- Symantec Corporation Matching Gift Program
- Synchrony Financial
- Synopsys
- TCF Foundation
- Tesoro Foundation
- Texas Instruments Foundation
- Travelers Companies Foundation, Inc.
- UBS Matching Gift Program
- Unilever Foundation
- UnitedHealth Group
- Unum Corporation
- US Bank Foundation
- Varian Associates, Inc.
- Varian Medical Systems
- Veritas Charitable Matching Grants Program
- Verizon Foundation
- VISA GivingStation
- Walt Disney Company Foundation
- Wells Fargo Matching Gift Center
- Western Asset Management Company
- Workday, Inc.
- Xerox Foundation

*Deceased
H = Honorary Alumni

Note: UCSB graduation years for joint donors are listed consecutively, for example: ‘71/’71

Every effort has been made to provide a complete and accurate listing of donors. We apologize for any omissions or errors that may have occurred. Please contact the Senior Director of Donor Relations and Stewardship at 805-893-3729 with corrections.

It is the policy of the University of California, Santa Barbara and the UC Santa Barbara Foundation that a modest portion of gifts and/or the income from gifts may be used to defray the costs of raising and administering funds.
When we talk about UCSB, we’re talking about **COMMUNITY**. When we talk about UCSB, we’re talking about **EXPERIENCES**. When we talk about UCSB, we’re talking about **TODAY**.

**GIVE DAY** is about celebrating a group of individuals tied to the same university and bound in a shared experience of a place and time.

**JOIN US IN 2018**
THE COVER
Wildflowers blanket the west end of Santa Cruz Island, part of the UCSB Natural Reserve System.
To learn more, visit http://www.news.ucsb.edu/stewards-nature
Photography by Matt Perko